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Abstract

High-throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies have enabled rapid DNA
sequencing of whole-genomes collected from various organisms and envi-
ronments, including human tissues, plants, soil, water, and air. As a result,
sequencing data volumes have grown by several orders of magnitude, and
the number of assembled whole-genomes is increasing rapidly as well. This
whole-genome sequencing (WGS) data has revealed the genetic variation
in humans and other species, and advanced various fields from human and
microbial genomics to drug design and personalized medicine. The amount
of sequencing data has almost doubled every six months, creating new pos-
sibilities but also big data challenges in genomics. Diverse methods used
in modern computational biology require a vast amount of computational
power, and advances in HTS technology are even widening the gap between
the analysis input data and the analysis outcome.

Currently, many of the existing genomic analysis tools, algorithms, and
pipelines are not fully exploiting the power of distributed and high-perfor-
mance computing, which in turn limits the analysis throughput and re-
strains the deployment of the applications to clinical practice in the long
run. Thus, the relevance of harnessing distributed and cloud computing in
bioinformatics is more significant than ever before. Besides, efficient data
compression and storage methods for genomic data processing and retrieval
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integrated with conventional bioinformatics tools are essential. These vast
datasets have to be stored and structured in formats that can be managed,
processed, searched, and analyzed efficiently in distributed systems.

Genomic data contain repetitive sequences, which is one key property in de-
veloping efficient compression algorithms to alleviate the data storage bur-
den. Moreover, indexing compressed sequences appropriately for bioinfor-
matics tools, such as read aligners, offers direct sequence search and align-
ment capabilities with compressed indexes. Relative Lempel-Ziv (RLZ) has
been found to be an efficient compression method for repetitive genomes
that complies with the data-parallel computing approach. RLZ has recently
been used to build hybrid-indexes compatible with read aligners, and we
focus on extending it with distributed computing. Data structures found
in genomic data formats have properties suitable for parallelizing routine
bioinformatics methods, e.g., sequence matching, read alignment, genome
assembly, genotype imputation, and variant calling. Compressed indexing
fused with the routine bioinformatics methods and data-parallel comput-
ing seems a promising approach to building population-scale genome anal-
ysis pipelines. Various data decomposition and transformation strategies
are studied for optimizing data-parallel computing performance when such
routine bioinformatics methods are executed in a complex pipeline. These
novel distributed methods are studied in this dissertation and demonstrated
in a generalized scalable bioinformatics analysis pipeline design.

The dissertation starts from the main concepts of genomics and DNA se-
quencing technologies and builds routine bioinformatics methods on the
principles of distributed and parallel computing. This dissertation advances
towards designing fully distributed and scalable bioinformatics pipelines fo-
cusing on population genomic problems where the input data sets are vast
and the analysis results are hard to achieve with conventional computing.
Finally, the methods studied are applied in scalable population genomics
applications using real WGS data and experimented with in a high per-
formance computing cluster. The experiments include mining virus se-
quences from human metagenomes, imputing genotypes from large-scale
human populations, sequence alignment with compressed pan-genomic in-
dexes, and assembling reference genomes for pan-genomic variant calling.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Ever since the double helix structure of DNA was revealed in 1953 [1],
scientists have been developing methods for detecting single nucleotides
in a DNA molecule and exploring biology from basic DNA molecules to
the origin of life. It took almost 50 years of research and billions of dol-
lars to assemble the first human genome draft, which was published in
2001 as a result of the Human Genome Project [2]. Current advances in
high-throughput sequencing (HTS) technology have increased the DNA se-
quencing throughput and decreased the sequencing price drastically over
the last 15 years [3]. Recently, so-called next-generation sequencing (NGS)
technologies have enabled rapid sequencing of multiple samples collected
from any organism and environment, including human tissues, plants, soil,
water, and air [4]. NGS now provides relatively cheap and rapid whole-
genome, -exome, -transcriptome, and targeted sequencing, enabling large-
scale and profound genome analytics. The decrease in sequencing cost and
the accelerating sequencing speed are bringing genomics closer to everyday
clinical use by enabling accurate and fast genetic analyses [5, 6]. Sequenc-
ing technologies can advance various disciplines, from human genetics to
microbiology and personalized medicine [7, 8]. Whole-genome sequencing
(WGS) analyses have revealed the genetic variation and their associations
with diseases in humans and other species on a genome-wide scale [9]. As
a consequence of advancing DNA sequencing, the quantity of sequencing
data is growing at a rapid pace and the number of assembled whole-genomes
is increasing quickly as well. It has been estimated that 2-40 exabytes of
storage space will be required just for human genomes by the year 2025 [10].

At present, the race between sequencing data throughput and comput-
ing speed is ongoing, widening the gap between sequencing data volume
and analysis results [11]. The existing computational methods used in
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2 1 Introduction

NGS analysis are partly slowing down the computational analysis output,
and thus restraining research and development, a situation also known as
the bioinformatics bottleneck [12, 13]. To boot, repealing Moore’s law and
the end of Dennard scaling have slowed down the sequential CPU per-
formance improvement rate [14]. Performance gain is now achieved by
adding more cores to the system to increase transistor count, and thus
scalability to a high number of cores is the major driver in distributed
and high-performance computing. To utilize distributed multi-core proces-
sors efficiently, the fundamentals of distributed and parallel programming
have to be applied to bioinformatics software and algorithm design. How-
ever, shifting from single workstations to distributed computing with cur-
rent bioinformatics tools is challenging, as the current bioinformatics tools,
algorithms, storage formats, and pipelines have been designed under the
premise of sequential computing [15]. Thus, the relevance of developing
and harnessing novel scalable computing methods for bioinformatics and
computational genomics is more significant than ever before.

This dissertation aims to alleviate the accumulating biological data
analysis burden by applying scalable distributed computing methods to
the tools and pipelines routinely used in bioinformatics and computational
genomics. Genomic data consist of repetitive sequences that support de-
veloping efficient compression algorithms and of structures that enable dis-
tributed and parallel data processing, indexing, storage, and retrieval meth-
ods [16, 17]. All this fused with the routine bioinformatics methods, e.g.,
sequence matching, read alignment, genome assembly, genotype imputa-
tion, and variant calling offer a powerful toolset to release the increasing
bioinformatics analysis burden. Moreover, modularity plays a key role in
designing robust pipelines and reproducible analyses from reusable data
processing components.

Distributed computing is a promising, if not the only option, in cur-
rent technologies for overcoming the computational challenge of analyzing
ever-growing sequence data volumes. However, designing and developing
parallel programs for distributed computing clusters is far more complex
than for conventional computers, especially so when support for existing
sequential bioinformatics methods and data formats must be considered.
The programming methods learned to implement sequentially executing
programs do not apply directly anymore. This dissertation emphasizes the
design of efficient genomic analysis pipelines to accelerate the data process-
ing phases using distributed CPU computing. In this dissertation, scalable
distributed methods are developed for compressing and indexing genomes,
sequence alignment with compressed genomes, genotype imputation, min-
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ing metagenomes from multiple NGS samples, and assembling pan-genomic
reference sequences. The methods developed are demonstrated in a com-
puting cluster with practical applications.

1.1 From DNA to genome sequencing

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), the code of life, is the basis of all living
organisms [1]. DNA stores an instruction set, genes, to code for proteins
and make it possible for organisms to function, and thus to live. A DNA
molecule consists of a long nucleotide sequence including four types of bases:
A (adenine), C (cytosine), T (thymine), and G (guanine), forming base
pairs A-T and C-G. In humans, these double-stranded DNA sequences are
stored in a cell in 23 chromosome pairs where one chromosome is inherited
from the father and another one from the mother. A genome is a collection
of all the DNA in a cell. The cell machinery processes the DNA to construct
needed proteins in a process known as protein synthesis, which is regulated
by other proteins and complex chemical processes [18]. Simplified, the cell
machinery is triggered to initiate gene expression, to read the instructions
from the gene transcription start site, to transcribe the genes to ribonucleic
acid (RNA) molecules, and further translate the RNA to output amino
acids forming the proteins. Each amino acid contains three nucleotides
forming codons, thus there exist 64 different codons [18]. However, because
of their chemical properties, multiple codons can represent the same amino
acid, and thus 20 different amino acids appear in the DNA. The rate of gene
expression is regulated by transcription factors, which are also proteins,
and the rate of expression influences the amount of final protein product.
Genes and the rate of their expression can also regulate other genes, making
biological processes very complex. Here, the analogy to computer science
can be seen with the difference that computers process binary sequences,
consisting of ones and zeros, instead of base-pair sequences. The cell can
be then imagined as a central processing unit (CPU) and a set of genes
can be imagined as a computer program that can have multiple functions
depending on the expression of the genes and proteins produced. All this
is executed simultaneously with multiple genes in parallel by trillions of
distributed cells in this living ’computer’.

Advances in sequencing technologies have enabled us to read the DNA
bases. The first complete human genome draft was published in 2004 by
the Human Genome Project (HGP) [2]. The human genome comprises ap-
proximately 3.2 billion base pairs and is estimated to include 30 000-40 000
protein-coding genes [18]. However, only a tiny proportion of the genome
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makes us different: on average, the base pairs of two individual genomes
differ only by 0.5% [19]. This draft genome has been complemented from
time to time and it has become a standard reference genome that is used
as a comparative reference in the majority of scientific contributions in hu-
man genetics. The first reference genome version, GRCh36, is a mosaic of
genomes assembled from thirteen volunteer donors. Therefore, it has been
argued to represent the variation of various ethnicities across the world
poorly but has lately been complemented with multiple donors and more
diverse ancestry [20].

The first genomes in the HGP were sequenced with the early Sanger
chain-termination-based sequencing [21] technology, capable of sequencing
160 kilobases per day at a cost of 0.75 dollars per base. However, Sanger’s
technology has been refined since [22, 23] and is still in use in many labo-
ratories. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) [4] technologies are successors
to Sanger technology. While the Sanger method is capable of sequencing a
single DNA fragment at a time, NGS sequences millions of fragments simul-
taneously in parallel. The latest NGS sequencers have reached throughput
of up to terabases per day at a cost of 0.05 dollars per million bases, which
is approximately a million times faster and 10 million times cheaper than
the first sequencers (Figure 1.1). To put it in scale, approximately 1.3 hu-
man genomes were sequenced in the year 2005 and 18,000 genomes were
sequenced in 2014, while the cost per genome was 10 million dollars in 2005
and fell almost to 1000 dollars in 2015.

NGS has advantages such as higher sensitivity, higher sample volumes,
greater genomic coverage, and higher throughput compared to previous
sequencing technologies. NGS can be divided mainly into whole-genome,

Figure 1.1: Next-generation sequencing data output rate versus sequencing
cost on Illumina NGS platforms [24].
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-exome, -transcriptome, and targeted sequencing methods, where whole-
genome and -exome sequencing is applicable for DNA and the other meth-
ods for RNA detection [4]. Depending on the genomic study, the inspector
can choose from prepared NGS analysis libraries or prepare a custom li-
brary based on species, genomic target, and a sample type such as blood,
cell culture, or fresh-frozen tissues.

An NGS sequencer produces short sequences, called reads, from the
original DNA, covering each genomic position multiple times. Sample DNA
is first broken up into small fragments (from a few hundred to a few thou-
sand bases), typically with enzymes depending on the technology used [4].
The fragments are then sequenced in a single-read or paired-end mode, with
paired-end sequences on both ends of the DNA fragment providing more
accurate alignment capabilities and improving detection of insertions and
deletions [25]. NGS sequencing loses the information of which chromosome
or DNA strand the detected sequence originates from and the origin can be
detected only with computational methods using reference genomes [25].
Sequencing read length is set while preparing the library and is typically
between 50 bp to 100 bp in RNA sequencing and 100 bp to 300 bp in DNA
sequencing. The output volume of a sequencing run depends mostly on
the genome size, the coverage, and the read length settings. NGS produces
approximately 0.1-1 terabytes of data per human genome [4].

Third-generation sequencing (TGS) technologies are currently being
actively developed by research institutions and private companies. The
fundamental difference between NGS and TGS technology is that TGS
can sequence longer DNA fragments continuously and produce sequence
data in real-time. The current dominating TGS technologies are PacBio
Single-molecule Real-time sequencing (SMRT) and Oxford Nanopore se-
quencing [26, 27]. The major improvement is that TGS produces longer
reads, typically ranging from tens to hundreds of kilobases, offering more
accurate genome assemblies [28]. At the moment, the weaknesses of TGS
technology are low throughput, high error rates, and high cost. This dis-
sertation focuses mainly on NGS-based methods, but most of the com-
putational methods studied are potentially applicable to TGS data. The
distributed and parallel computing methods studied in this dissertation can
potentially be applied to upstream analysis pipelines using tools developed
especially for long-read alignment and assembly. Moreover, some of the
routinely used read alignment and de novo assembly methods developed
for short-reads are applicable to long-reads as well, but should be compre-
hensively assessed if applied [29, 30].
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1.2 Problem statement

We address these three main research questions:

I How to find an optimal problem and data decomposition that maxi-
mizes the scalability of a distributed bioinformatics pipeline.

II How to scale routine bioinformatics methods using the existing ge-
nomic data structures with distributed computing.

III How to improve the sequence alignment to perform at pan-genome
scale and alleviate the storage burden using compressed indexes in
combination with distributed computing.

Typical data volumes are massive at upstream in a bioinformatics pipe-
line and decrease through the analysis towards the downstream. Analysis
pipelines tend to be both I/O and CPU bound where preprocessing steps
represent the former and analysis steps the latter. Optimizing computing
performance in bioinformatics pipelines requires minimizing the comput-
ing time consumed in all processing steps to maximize the throughput.
Genomic properties allow us to decompose data into distributable parti-
tions, e.g., by sample, chromosome, genomic region and locus, genes, or
by k-mers. Segmentation of database or sequence queries may suggest an
alternative option for decomposing the computing task into parallel tasks.
These properties provide versatile data partitioning schemes in distributed
file systems, thus enabling efficient data retrieval and highly granular par-
allel processing. However, most of the generic algorithms and file formats
for genomics were not originally designed for distributed file system data
partitioning schemes.

Manipulating big data in parallel on conventional shared-memory com-
puters is not feasible for many reasons. Parallel computing with a fixed
number of cores does not satisfy big data analytics goals, as computing
time can get unbearable while data volumes grow. To keep the computing
time low, more cores need to be assigned to complete the tasks. Scalable
distributed programming models [31, 32] have been developed to foster
adaptation of the data-parallel paradigm and distributed computing.

Appropriate problem decomposition and data partitioning are often
the first and perhaps most important steps towards transforming an exist-
ing sequential bioinformatics pipeline into a scalable one using distributed
and parallel computing. Data partitioning is a fundamental pre-processing
phase in the distributed data processing pipelines, and greatly affectins the
performance of implemented analysis algorithms as well. The computa-
tional problem is decomposed into tasks that are executed simultaneously
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on multiple processors. Problem decomposition requires the identification
of tasks and their relation to input data structures that expose parallelism.
In the data-parallel approach, identical CPU-intensive tasks can be exe-
cuted in parallel on different partitions of the underlying data structure.
Assuming that data partitions implement the same data structure, the
data can be partitioned and distributed to the distributed filesystem for
data-parallel computing. Data partitioning combined with a distributed
filesystem enables data to be manipulated locally in relation to the CPU
without loading data over a network. Apache Spark [32] automates data
distribution and parallel processing using internal distributed abstract data
types. Spark operates on distributed memory by reading the data parti-
tions into a distributed data structure, thus enabling fast data access and
transformations. Data processing pipelines are described as a sequence of
data transformations where each transformation passes manipulated data
to the following pipeline stage.

We are interested in the problem decomposition, data partitioning,
data structures, and data transformations that help to minimize the com-
munication overhead, the number of I/O operations, and memory foot-
print, and also to maximize CPU utilization. Transforming sequential
analysis pipelines to run on distributed computing clusters using opti-
mized partitioning and data transformation methods can greatly improve
next-generation sequencing data analysis throughput and scalability. These
methods have been studied in Publication I for scaling metagenomic data-
mining pipelines to identify viruses from several human samples in parallel
on an Apache Spark computing cluster.

Most of the data structures and file formats used in bioinformatics ap-
plications have not been developed under the premise of parallel comput-
ing and distributed file systems, restricting the direct exploitation of dis-
tributed storage solutions. The Hadoop-BAM [33, 15] library has enabled
the distributed manipulation of SAM (Sequence Alignment Map format),
BAM (binary SAM) [34], VCF (Variant Calling Format) and BCF (binary
compressed VCF) [35] files relying on the Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) [36]. Disq1 is the successor project for Hadoop-BAM, developing
better Apache Spark compatibility. Gzip compatible block compression
method (BGZF)2 allows random access to BGZF compressed BAM and
BCF files. BGZF compressed files can be read in blocks from the given
offset without decompressing the entire file. Tabix indexing enables the
partitioning of BGZF compressed files on distributed file systems and the

1https://github.com/disq-bio/disq
2https://samtools.github.io/hts-specs/SAMv1.pdf
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retrieval of portions of compressed data for efficient parallel processing.
The data-parallel distributed genotype imputation method is applied to a
large-scale genotype imputation problem in Publication II.

Compressing and constructing genomic indexes that are compatible
with direct sequence alignment with common bioinformatics tools can en-
able large-scale pan-genomic analyses in practice in tolerable time. Ad-
vanced genomic data compression methods can contribute greatly to the
scalability and analysis throughput, assuming that the compressed data is
randomly accessible without decompressing the entire data set. Access-
ing the data efficiently requires the indexing of massive genomic datasets,
which is computationally expensive. In bioinformatics applications, it is im-
portant that the compressed index is compatible with routinely used tools
such as BWA [37], Bowtie [38], and BLAST [39] aligners. A variant of
essential lossless data compression algorithm Lempel-Ziv, named Relative
Lempel-Ziv (RLZ) [40, 41], has been found to be efficient in compressing
repetitive sequences like genomes. RLZ is based on the idea that with a
highly similar set of sequences, a relatively good compression ratio can be
achieved by using a prefix of the data set as a reference to compress the
rest of the set. Moreover, RLZ compressed genomes can be indexed with
the hybrid-indexing method and accessed with conventional sequence align-
ers [42]. The methodological background of distributed RLZ is reviewed in
Section 3.6. The distributed RLZ compression is used with the hybrid-
indexing method to compress and index pan-genomes, enabling fast read
alignment and sequence searching in Publication III. Compressed hybrid-
indexes are used for assembling novel reference genomes from pan-genomes
in Publication IV.

1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this dissertation are given in the original Publi-
cations I-IV as follows.

I In this paper, distributed and parallel computing methods are studied
to increase throughput and scalability on detecting viruses from mul-
tiple human samples sequenced by NGS technologies. The methods
studied are applied to solving the computational problem in mining
and identifying viral metagenomes. It has been predicted that1012

microbial species exist on Earth, and 105 species exclusively in the
human microbiome [43]. Performing large-scale metagenomic stud-
ies on ever-growing NGS data volumes is computationally demand-
ing and too time-consuming with the traditional sequential analy-
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sis pipelines. ViraPipe speeds up the identification of metagenomes
by distributing read alignment, contig assembly, and database search
phases in the High-Performance Computing (HPC) cluster. This work
is based on the previous research on discovering virus-disease associa-
tions from NGS samples carried out by Bzhalava D, Bzhalava Z, and
Dillner J from the Department of Laboratory Medicine, Karolinska
Institutet [44, 45, 46, 47]. Maarala AI and Bzhalava D carried out
the software design and implementation and wrote the manuscript to-
gether. Maarala AI, Bzhalava D, and Bzhalava Z performed the exper-
iments and evaluations. Data curation and Spark cluster management
were carried out by Bzhalava D and Bzhalava Z. The research was su-
pervised by Heljanko K and Dillner J. This paper addresses Research
Questions I and II as presented in Section 1.3.

II Data-parallel genotype imputation and distributed data compression
methods have been studied in this paper and applied in practice to the
implemented genotype imputation tool, SparkBeagle. The main goal is
to respond to future scalability needs in determining genetic variation
amongst a massive number of individuals from rapidly growing geno-
typing datasets. A distributed imputation method is implemented and
trialed with 2500 human genotypes in a cloud computing cluster, with
promising results. The work was carried out in collaboration with the
Institute for Molecular Medicine Finland (FIMM). The overall design
was carried out by all the authors. Maarala AI implemented the dis-
tributed imputation tool and performed the scalability experiments.
The imputation accuracy assessment was designed and carried out by
Pärn K and Nuñez-Fontarnau J. The paper was written by all the au-
thors together. The research was supervised by Heljanko K. This paper
addresses Research Questions I and II as presented in Section 1.3.

III This paper addresses distributed genomic data compression methods
and indexing genomic data collections for efficient sequence alignment
purposes. Compressing and indexing massive collections of genomes,
and searching sequences from such collections, is a computationally
demanding and time-consuming task. The distributed version of com-
pressed hybrid-indexing and Relative Lempel-Ziv (RLZ) compression
originally presented by Valenzuela et al. [48] have been designed and
implemented in this paper. The data-parallel methods from Publica-
tions I and II have been applied to the RLZ compression and hybrid-
indexing techniques in this work. Maarala AI and Arasalo O carried
out the software design and implementation with the advice of Valen-
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Figure 1.2: Publications and their contextual relations in this dissertation.

zuela D. The paper was written by Maarala AI, Arasalo O, and Hel-
janko K. The research was supervised by Mäkinen V and Heljanko K.
This paper addresses Research Questions II and III as presented in
Section 1.3.

IV In this paper, distributed pan-genome compression and hybrid-indexing
methods from Publication III have been harnessed for scalable as-
semby of reference pan-genomes and enabling of variant calling over
compressed pan-genomes. The original idea of calling variants over
pan-genomes was presented by Mäkinen et al. [16]. A distributed refer-
ence pan-genome assembly pipeline has been implemented in this work
based on the sequential pipeline presented by Valenzuela et al. [49].
Maarala AI and Arasalo O designed and implemented the software
with the advice of Valenzuela D. The paper was written by Maarala
AI, Arasalo O and Heljanko K. The research was supervised by and
Mäkinen V and Heljanko K. This paper addresses Research Questions
I, II, and III as presented in Section 1.3.

1.4 Dissertation outline

The main concepts in genomics and modern DNA sequencing were pre-
sented briefly in this chapter with the motivation and introduction to the
problem area.

Chapter 2 presents fundamentals of the design of distributed and par-
allel algorithms and programming frameworks with regard to genomics.
Chapter 3 introduces the basic concepts and routine methods used in high-
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throughput sequencing data analytics, including genomic data compression
and indexing techniques. Chapter 4 presents the fundamentals of the de-
sign of scalable high-throughput sequencing data analysis pipelines. The
distributed computing methods from Chapter 2 are applied to routine se-
quence analysis methods introduced in Chapter 3. The method applieds
are presented with examples through the illustrated analysis pipeline stages.
Chapter 5 introduces four specific population genomics applications imple-
mented using the methods presented in the former chapters. Conclusions
and future research directions are presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

High-performance computing in
genomics

Distributed and parallel computing frameworks enable scalable, reliable, ef-
ficient, and relatively low-cost computing in the cloud and high-performance
computing (HPC) clusters. Parallel data analysis with multiple distributed
computing nodes can deliver a huge performance advantage compared to
single workstations. Cloud services provide infrastructure for deploying
computing clusters in a flexible and cost-effective manner. Big data infras-
tructures offer appropriate platforms and tools for processing and analyz-
ing massive and diverse datasets that are computationally too expensive
for conventional computing [50].

The characteristics of genomic data structures allow the computational
problems to be decomposed into small granular tasks that can be executed
in parallel without rewriting the inner loops of the complex algorithms.
Decomposing problems into distributable data partitions, e.g., by species,
chromosomes, bacterial strains, samples, or gene variants enables data to
be stored in distributed file systems and processed flexibly and efficiently
in parallel in computing clusters [51].

The main idea in distributed and parallel computing is that indepen-
dent tasks of the program or algorithm can be executed concurrently on
different processing units, thus reducing the computation time. Computing
in general consists of a system providing an execution and programming
environment for programs that implement algorithms for processing data.
In the traditional Von Neumann model [52], the instruction set (program)
and data are loaded into memory and the central processing unit (CPU)
fetches the instructions and data from the memory and executes the in-
structions, i.e., arithmetic operations on the data. A sequential algorithm

13
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contains several instructions that are executed in a serial process whereas
a parallel algorithm executes the instructions simultaneously.

Modern computer architectures allow concurrent instruction execution
with multiple processing units using multi-core processors. The concurrent
processing architectures use either shared memory, which can be accessed
simultaneously by processing units, or distributed shared memory (DSM),
where each processing unit has a separate memory. Symmetric Multipro-
cessor (SMP) is a common shared-memory architecture that shares the
same physical memory space symmetrically amongst all cores through the
same bus [53]. SMP provides the same view of the data in memory for all
processors while DSM memory blocks are private for separate processors.
Most modern multi-core computer architectures use Non-uniform Mem-
ory Access (NUMA), where each core has its local physical memory and
also has access to other core’s memory blocks, albeit with longer latency
than accessing local memory; thus memory access time is dependent on the
physical memory location of the data [53]. Concurrent execution typically
requires more physical memory than sequential, as simultaneous execution
increases the system’s total memory usage. Distributed memory architec-
tures are typically used in high-performance computing clusters consisting
of multiple interconnected computing nodes, where each node is an SMP
or a DSM system [52].

Alongside CPU computing, General-purpose computing on graphics
processing units (GPGPU) and Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA)
offer fine-grained data-parallel and energy-efficient computing [54]. FPGAs
are integrated circuits developed for accelerating special computing tasks
that make them highly optimized and efficient, but also relatively slow to
design, hard to program, and expensive. However, FPGAs are becoming
more reconfigurable, i.e., with reconfigurable fabrics, offering configurable
logic blocks, digital signal processors, input/output interfaces, and mem-
ory blocks in a single chip, i.e., in a System-on-Chip [55]. GPUs fall into
the category of Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) processor archi-
tectures in Flynn’s taxonomy1, where the same operation is executed on
multiple data elements that have similar data structures in parallel [53].
As GPUs use relatively less power than CPUs, more cores can be packed
into a single GPU for offering massively parallel computing on a single
chip [54]. However, GPU computing is not displacing CPU computing;
instead, they complement each other, and in common heterogenous SMP
systems GPUs work under the control of CPUs. GPUs have evolved from
graphics processing to general-purpose needs, and thus, they are very ef-

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flynn’s taxonomy
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ficient with properly decomposed compute-intensive arithmetic tasks such
as matrix operations [54].

2.1 Distributed and parallel algorithm design

Distributing workload to multiple cores requires a strategy for partition-
ing the computation and is crucial for efficient parallel execution. The
partitioning can be done either for data or computation or both. The
computational problem is decomposed into tasks that are executed simul-
taneously on multiple processors. Problem decomposition requires the iden-
tification of tasks and data structures that expose parallelism [52]. Appro-
priate task and data decomposition patterns allow the design of rapid data
flows through the distributed data processing pipelines and affect the whole
application development cycle. Problem decomposition depends greatly on
the data structures, algorithms, control flow, and computing architecture.
The input data structures can vary between separate pipeline stages, re-
quiring different data decompositions for optimal distribution to ensure
scalability. In a task-parallel approach, the problem is decomposed into
independent tasks that can be executed in parallel, and pipelined tasks
that are executed sequentially (task decomposition) [52]. In a data-parallel
approach, the identical tasks are executed in parallel on different partitions
of the same data structure (data decomposition).

Decomposition can be further divided into fine-grained and coarse-
grained approaches [52]. Granularity affects load balancing as the workload
generated by smaller tasks can be distributed more evenly. Fine-grained
parallelism considers decomposing the algorithm into subtasks operating
on the smallest possible data elements that can expose parallelism, such as
matrix cells, whereas coarse-grained parallelism involves operating on data
partitions including multiple data elements such as matrix rows or columns.
Shared-memory systems have certain advantages over distributed memory
systems in implementing fine-grained parallelism, such as faster intercom-
munication between the processes and memory blocks .

The data-parallel approach is applicable when independent parallel tasks
at the same stage do not exchange data, and thus there is no need for syn-
chronized access to shared variables [52]. Data-parallel algorithms fit well
with distributed memory architectures as each node works on its local data
partitions. In complex pipelines, hybrid decomposition methods may be
required in the partitioning stages. For example, in distributed memory
architectures, distributed data partitions are processed locally on separate
nodes and fine-grained parallelism can be implemented for each local data
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partition (data locality) using local shared-memory space. Caching is a
technique to improve memory access performance, where cache memory is
used as a temporary storage for the data that is accessed frequently. In-
creasing data locality is a key principle used in cache optimization. Data
locality can be temporal or spatial, where the former one assumes that re-
cently used data will be used also in the near future, and the latter one
assumes that nearby memory addresses of accessed data element will be
accessed in the near future [53]. For improved read/write efficiency, cached
data is typically stored in tagged blocks (cache blocking) and further in sets
of blocks that can be searched in parallel. Simplest way to reduce cache
misses is to increase the block size or cache memory size. On the other
hand, the bigger block size increases the miss penalty (time to replace the
block increses) and bigger cache size can lead to longer hit times and higher
cost [53].

Minimizing memory footprint is important and it can be optimized
through algorithm design, efficient data structures, and data transforma-
tions. The performance is also affected by the number of I/O operations and
communication overhead, which can be minimized by appropriate problem
decomposition and data partitioning. Figure 2.1 presents a data-parallel
approach for distributing genotype data by coarse-grained chromosomal
partitions and further partitioning chromosomes to regions for fine-grained
parallelism.

Assuming a computer has n processors, the parallel process runtime
should be divided by n in an ideal case. However, the processes in dis-
tributed and parallel systems need to interact with some communication

Figure 2.1: Partitioning genotyping data by chromosomes and chromosomal
regions.
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mechanism. Thus, the parallel performance is affected by interacting pro-
cesses generating communication overhead. The communication is man-
aged through an interconnection network that handles the communication
and synchronization between the tasks and stages. An intercommunica-
tion network connects processing elements such as processor and memory
blocks in a shared-memory system and nodes in a distributed memory ar-
chitecture. Typically, high-speed ethernet, such as InfiniBand or Gigabit
Ethernet, is used as an intercommunication network in high-performance
computing clusters.

Distributing data partitions for parallel processing tasks increases the
communication between the computing units. In Figure 2.1, the indepen-
dent parallel tasks do not exchange data, thus synchronization can be omit-
ted between the tasks at the same stage. However, some synchronization
mechanism is required between sequential tasks because Tasks 2.1.x have
to wait for Tasks 1.x to be completed. Sometimes tasks can be combined
to reduce the communication overhead and minimize the I/O operations:
for example, many filtering and data pre-/post-processing steps can be
combined within parallel tasks, assuming that there are no data dependen-
cies between the data partitions. In sophisticated distributed programming
frameworks, such as Apache Spark [32], a task scheduler takes care of con-
trol messaging and synchronization, and parallel abstraction layers are hid-
den. In such frameworks, the developer simply defines a sequence of data
transformation functions that process data partitions and the framework
handles the synchronization between the transformation stages.

The granularity of decomposition greatly affects parallelism, i.e., the
more parallel tasks the more speedup, but also the more communication
overhead is generated. Communication can be decreased by coalescing
tasks into larger ones at the expense of parallelism and load balancing. For
example, the data in our example (Figure 2.1) can be decomposed into
fewer partitions by using wider chromosomal regions.

Input/output (I/O) and data transformation operations increase the
communication overhead between the processing steps as large data vol-
umes are distributed and read from the disk into memory. The amount of
computing work may not be evenly distributed between the tasks, causing
a load balancing problem where the most loaded tasks stall the execution
(while other processors are idling). With massive data volumes, uneven
workload distribution may become prominent [56]. In the optimal case,
the number of tasks is equal to or greater than the number of available
cores at each parallel stage, but the available memory often becomes the
limiting factor in CPU-intensive computing. In such cases, we can increase
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the granularity by using smaller data partitions to decrease memory us-
age. In turn, too few partitions can lead to load imbalance and suboptimal
performance.

Data aggregation is an essential process in between the tasks of a dis-
tributed data processing pipeline, as partitioned data often needs to be
collected, merged, joined, or reduced after each processing step. The ag-
gregation step stores intermediate or final results and may include data
processing as well, but with the combined data partitions. Moreover, the
data partitions can be aggregated from the tasks that have already been
processed to release CPU time for the unfinished tasks, e.g., when the num-
ber of tasks is greater than the number of processors. MapReduce [31] is a
powerful data-parallel programming paradigm intended for processing large
data sets and it provides easy to use templates for programmers to execute
code in parallel in a distributed computing cluster. In the MapReduce pro-
gramming model [31], the map stage assigns the local data partitions in
a data node for parallel task execution, and the reduce stage aggregates
intermediate results by given data elements such as keys in 〈 key, value 〉
pairs and continues computing with aggregated data sets in parallel (Fig-
ure 2.2) [57].

Figure 2.2: MapReduce method [57].

2.2 Data-intensive computing frameworks

Modern distributed computing frameworks foster parallel program execu-
tion in distributed computing clusters. Apache Spark [58] and Apache
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Hadoop2 have become common frameworks in big data analytics and cloud
computing, offering a powerful toolset for scalable data processing. Apache
Hadoop enables the execution of MapReduce programs [57] with large
datasets stored in the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [36]. In
a Hadoop computing cluster, each node acts as an independent processing
unit with its internal physical memory, CPU, and disks, thus no resources
are shared between the nodes, i.e., shared-nothing architecture. Efficient
mechanisms are usedto minimize data transfer between the nodes through
data replication, providing fault tolerance [31]. In case of failure, the in-
dependent tasks even can be re-scheduled to a different node thus making
MapReduce programs robust. Spark is closely related to Hadoop and is
often used on top of the Hadoop platform as it can be integrated with
the HDFS and YARN3 resource manager provided with the Hadoop stack.
However, Spark uses its own Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) [32] execution
engine instead of MapReduce. Spark loads the input data into distributed
memory partitions and accelerates data analysis with in-memory data pro-
cessing, where distributed working data sets can be reused and pipelined
from one pipeline stage to another. In-memory processing enables multiple
times faster data-parallel computing compared to MapReduce, in which the
data is loaded from the disk between the pipeline stages [32]. A Spark job
is launched with a DAG engine, which defines the execution order of tasks
and stages in a Spark job [32].

In Apache Spark, serialized code is moved to the data to be executed
as soon as possible and the data is loaded fully in distributed memory
(RDD) if it fits, otherwise the data is spilled to disk producing unwanted
I/O operations and latency. Scheduling of task execution in Spark is based
on the data locality principle and the locality level can be configured to
process-local (data in the same Java Virtual Machine as the running code),
node-local (data on the same node), rack-local (data on the same server
rack), or any (data can be anywhere)4. Data locality level affects greatly
to the amount of data transfer, and thus, to the performance. If no free
execution core has been found at the given location level (e.g., on the same
node), Spark waits for cores to be freed for a configured period of time. If
the wait period expires, Spark broadens the locality level requirement and
moves the data to other JVM, node, or rack that has free execution cores.

Data models in Spark allow distributed in-memory data manipulation
between the pipeline stages through higher-order transformation functions.

2https://hadoop.apache.org
3https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/current/hadoop-yarn/hadoop-yarn-

site/YARN.html
4https://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/tuning.html#data-locality
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Distributed computing in Spark was originally based on the Resilient Dis-
tributed Dataset (RDD) [32], which stores the collection of data that is
partitioned into the distributed memory of computing nodes in a cluster.
DataFrame and Dataset are successors of RDD, and offer better support
for structured data processing and querying. Distributed data is processed
in parallel tasks managed by a task scheduler, where the tasks are launched
by Spark executors in data nodes. Distributed computing is executed on
local parts of the distributed data set on each node. Each node assigns an
executor or executors for its local tasks, which are run in parallel on mul-
tiple cores of the node. Caching enables iterative analysis, where the same
working sets of data can be reused several times within the same analysis
job. Moreover, HDFS [36] offers distributed data storage for Spark and
provides fault tolerance through data replication. Files in HDFS are stored
in fixed-size blocks that are distributed and replicated over the computing
cluster. These blocks can be read into RDDs and processed in parallel tasks
by Spark executors. In case of a task failing, the task is re-scheduled and
run on the replicated data partition without re-launching the whole job.
Spark provides functional programming options with Scala, Java, Python,
and R programming languages.

Message Passing Interface (MPI) [59] has been a dominant framework
in high-performance computing clusters. MPI offers great control for the
programmer through low-level programming routines but is complex to use
in complex pipelines, as it requires the programmer to control the data
flow explicitly with its communication protocol. MPI is well applicable to
fine-grained parallelism and compute-intensive work, although it relies on
storage area network (SAN) controlled shared filesystems that can become
a bottleneck with very large datasets as communication overhead becomes
prominent [57]. A fundamental difference in data-parallel programming is
that the programmer is intended to think in terms of data-level parallelism
and avoid moving the data over the network, i.e., favor data-locality. More-
over, the data-parallel approach fosters the design of scalable applications
in terms of increasing data volume and computing resources.

Real-time stream processing engines such as Apache Flume5, Kafka6,
Flink7, and Spark Streaming8 can be potentially used in complex batch pro-
cessing pipelines to avoid intermediate data staging and read/write latency
between the pipeline phases. Load balancing could benefit from stream
processing as the following phase does not have to wait the previous phase

5https://flume.apache.org/
6https://kafka.apache.org/
7https://flink.apache.org/
8https://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/streaming-programming-guide.html
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to be finished. Stream processing typically uses memory buffering for stor-
ing incoming data, and thus, can waste available memory used in batch
processing phases if a proper scheduling has not been implemented.

Together with CPUs, distributed systems can be accelerated greatly
with GPU computing, where each processing unit type can have different
roles. Appropriate problem and data decompositions that consider work-
load management play important roles in such heterogeneous systems as the
workload should be distributed evenly over several CPUs and a high num-
ber of GPU cores, and possibly in a distributed computing cluster where
each node comprises multiple CPUs and GPUs. The computational power
of a GPU is mainly driven by a massive number of GPU cores and threads.
GPUs follow the Single Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT) programming
model, where multiple threads execute the same program code with differ-
ent data elements in parallel [60]. GPUs consist of multiple computing units
called streaming multiprocessors (SM) that contain multiple GPU cores. In
a GPU program, threads are organized into blocks and thread blocks are
assigned to SMs that process threads simultaneously. Theoretically, each
GPU core processes one thread simultaneously and private memory space
and register are allocated for each running thread [60]. A thread block
size is defined by the programmer and each block reserves its own address
space from the shared memory, which allows access to thread-local mem-
ory simultaneously from multiple threads (i.e., memory coalescing), which
increases the memory bandwidth [60]. In practice, available memory re-
stricts the thread block size, and a new block is not processed until there is
enough free shared memory and free registers for all threads in a block [61].
Simultaneous memory access from multiple threads can cause correctness
issues, making software verification more challenging [62]. Currently, the
two dominant GPU manufacturers are Nvidia and AMD. Nvidia provides
the CUDA9 parallel computing development platform, where programs are
written in CUDA C language. The Nvidia Ampere A100 includes 6912
CUDA cores whereas Intel Xeon Platinum 8380 includes 40 cores per CPU.
Theoretical maximum memory bandwidth in the Nvidia A100 is 1555 GB/s
whereas in Intel Xeon Platinum 8380 with eight DDR4 3200 memory chan-
nels it is approximately 204.8 GB/s. Recently, Nvidia has added tensor
cores in GPUs to speed up matrix calculations that foster, e.g., deep neural
network training [63, 64].

9https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-zone
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2.3 Frameworks for computational genomics

Leveraging the accumulating genomic data in analytics requires high-per-
formance computing including a large amount of storage space, working
memory, computing power, and network [10]. Big data infrastructures,
cloud computing frameworks, distributed filesystems, and databases have
evolved while the price of DNA sequencing, data storage, and computing
memory has fallen, and now it is economically viable to move on to dis-
tributed and cloud computing. To exploit NGS data efficiently in genomic
studies, it is essential to compress and store genomic data sets in readable
and reusable form for bioinformatic analysis tools [10]. Moreover, these
enormous datasets should be stored and structured in distributed formats
so that they can be processed, queried, and analyzed efficiently in parallel.

Broad Institute’s Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK)10 is an open-source
framework designed for efficient and scalable genomic data processing and
analysis, originally powered by Hadoop MapReduce [65]. Apache Spark [58]
is used in the latest GATK [66] and Adam11 to improve scalability. Ge-
nomic data is partitionable at the chromosomal level and genomic regions,
which enables distributed data processing in the read alignment, genome
assembly, genotype imputation, and variant calling steps (see Chapter 3).
Most of the generic file formats and algorithms for genomics are not de-
signed for distributed systems and binary file formats in particular are not
intrinsically distributable. However, Hadoop-BAM [33] is a library origi-
nally developed for distributed processing of common genomic file formats
on HDFS. It has been developed further purely in Spark under the Disq12

project. Hadoop-BAM includes the Hadoop Input/Output interface for
distributing genomics file formats into HDFS and tools for sorting, merg-
ing, and filtering of genomic data formats including BAM, SAM, CRAM,
FASTQ, FASTA, QSEQ, BCF, and VCF files. The GATK13 genomic anal-
ysis framework adopted Hadoop-BAM as its parallel I/O interface, which
has recently been replaced by its successor, Disq. Hadoop-BAM is also used
in other genomics tools such as Adam14, Halvade [67], Halvade-RNA [68],
Seal [69] and SeqPig [70]. Al-Ars et al. propose SparkRA [71] for scal-
ing GATK RNA-seq Pipeline with Apache Spark, and they achieved 7.7x
speedup while using 16 nodes. SparkRA uses a similar input read data
partitioning approach as was used in Halvade [67] and in Publication I by

10https://gatk.broadinstitute.org/
11https://github.com/bigdatagenomics/adam
12https://github.com/disq-bio/disq
13https://gatk.broadinstitute.org/
14https://github.com/bigdatagenomics/adam
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extending the read alignment phase with static and dynamic load balancing
methods. However, the premise of distributed read alignment in SparkRA
and in the method used in our pipeline differ in that SparkRA uses RNA-seq
data and ViraPipe uses WGS data for different use cases. General workflow
managers such as Apache Airflow15 can be utilized in complex pipelines for
scheduling and monitoring tasks, and for managing workflows dynamically
using web GUI and Directed Acyclic Graph presentations. More bioinfor-
matics specific workflow engines such as Nextflow [72] and Snakemake [73]
have been also developed for alleviating effort of developing reproducible
analysis workflows and for running bioinformatics pipelines on different
computing platforms.

Galaxy is a versatile bioinformatics analysis platform and workflow
manager that provides web-based user interface for building and control-
ling workflows. Galaxy integrates several bioinformatics tools that can be
combined in a workflow dynamically and workflows can be run on cloud
computing clusters and deployed with provided virtual machine images [74].

The technological development of GPGPUs and FPGAs have recently
increased the adaptation of hardware acceleration to bioinformatics appli-
cations [75, 76]. The popular BLAST [39] sequence aligner (see Section 3.2)
has been accelerated by 14.80x with GPU in G-BLASTN aligner [77] com-
pared to sequential BLAST running on a single-core CPU. The Arioc read
aligner [77] shows 25x speedup using 8 Nvidia v100 GPUs compared to
the Bowtie2 [38] aligner running on Intel Xeon Platinum 8175M CPUs (48
cores). Ahmed et al. [78] are using the Apache Arrow framework to enable
parallel SAM [34] file processing on GPUs such as alignment sorting and
removing duplicate and low quality reads. They have integrated the tool,
ArrowSAM, with the GATK variant calling pipeline [79] and they report
4.85x speedup using WGS data. Houtgast et al. [80] propose a GPU ac-
celerated BWA-MEM [37] based read aligner with promising results, and
with GASAL2 [81] the same research group accelerates the BWA-MEM
with an NVIDIA Tesla K40c GPU, showing 20x speedup in the local align-
ment phase and overall speedup of 1.3x compared to BWA-MEM running
on 28 CPU cores (2 x Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 CPUs). The authors of
GASAL2 implemented a GPU-accelerated sequence alignment in GATK
HaplotypeCaller pipeline to speedup variant calling phase showing 2.3x
speedup compared to CPU implementation [82]. De novo assembly [83] is
another routine method in bioinformatics (see Section 3.4) that has been
GPU accelerated [84, 85], and also at larger scale by Goswami S. et al. [86]
with encouraging results. Houtgast et al. [87] propose FPGA acceleration

15https://airflow.apache.org/
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for Smith-Waterman sequence alignment algorithm and for BWA-MEM
read aligner [88], with promising results. An FPGA accelerated Hidden
Markov Model-based algorithm has been implemented by Ren S. et al. [89]
for sequence alignment prediction, giving 67x speedup compared to a CPU
counterpart. Alser et al. [90] propose FPGA accelerated pre-alignment, re-
sulting in 11x overall speedup compared to read alignment purely on CPUs.
GPU and FPGA acceleration results in the bioinformatics application field
also encourage the enhancement of the distributed pipelines presented in
this dissertation (see Chapter 5) with hardware acceleration, and this is a
promising future research direction.



Chapter 3

Routine methods in
high-throughput sequencing data
analytics

This chapter introduces the basic concepts and routine methods used in
high-throughput sequencing data analytics that are related to Publications
I-IV. The methods presented here consider sequence alignment, search, and
assembly techniques, as well as genotyping, genomic data compression, and
indexing techniques.

3.1 Sequence matching

Sequence matching is a routinely used method in basic biological sequence
searching. In a genome, the alphabet is restricted to letters A, C, T, G,
and N (unknown), denoting the nucleotides of a DNA sequence [18]. The
basic application is to find out if a given sequence of nucleotides is con-
tained in a longer sequence. A naive algorithm for searching for an exact
sequence within another sequence can be done with the brute force method
by checking the matching letters in a sequence position by position. In
the example (Figure 3.1), we use short artificial nucleotide sequences for
illustration, consisting of bases A, C, T, and G.

Let the reference DNA sequence be S = CGGCGAGCGCAC and the
query sequence Q = GCGCA. To find Q in S, we start from the first position
S(0) and compare each character Q(j) to S(i) by increasing the index j by
one until the mismatch occurs. In the case of mismatch, the algorithm
advances to the next position S(i+1). The length of S is m = 12 and the
length of Q is n = 5. If Q is present at the very beginning of the S, then
the minimal number of iterations is 5, which is the length of the Q. In the
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worst case, the algorithm has to execute m times n comparison operations,
thus the time complexity of this brute force algorithm is O(mn). In the
example (Figure 3.1), the first match is found on the 7th iteration after 16
comparison operations.

Figure 3.1: Brute-force algorithm for searching exact match. Here, black
colour denotes matching character, red denotes a mismatch, and grey is a
skipped character.

Knuth, Morris, and Pratt [91] proposed the first linear-time algorithm
for exact string matching. They discovered that the naive brute-force al-
gorithm includes unnecessary comparison operations that can be bypassed.
Next, we go through the KMP string matching example in Figure 3.2
step by step. If the current character Q(j) does not equal S(i), the al-
gorithm skips checking the following characters in Q, and it advances to
S(i+P(j)+1), where P(j) is an integer defined in the prefix table (Fig-
ure 3.3). The prefix table is initialized using a prefix function as explained
by Erciyes [51]. Basically, it specifies how many positions to skip when a

Figure 3.2: Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm step by step. Black colour de-
notes matching character, red denotes a mismatch, and grey is a skipped
character.
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Figure 3.3: Pre-computed prefix table used with Knuth-Morris-Pratt algo-
rithm.

mismatch occurs in Q(j). In Step 1, a mismatch occurs in the first position
Q(0) �=S(0). Prefix table P(0)=0, thus we advance to S(0+0+1)=S(1). In
Step 2, Q(0)=S(1), thus we increment i and j by 1. Then Q(1) �=S(2) and
from the prefix table we get P(1)=0 and we advance to S(1+0+1)=S(2).
In Step 3, the first three letters of Q match with corresponding positions
in S, and a mismatch is found when j=3 and i=5. Then Q(3) �=S(5) and
from the prefix table we get P(3)=2 and we advance to S(2+2+1)=S(5).
In Step 4, the mismatch occurs in the first position Q(0) �=S(5). Thus we
increment i by 1 (S(5+0+1)) and continue from S(6). In Step 5, all the
characters in Q match with S, and the exact match has been found. The
exact match was found using 13 comparison operations in total.

Boyer-Moore [92] is an exact string matching algorithm that also uses
the properties of similar suffixes to skip unnecessary comparisons. It can
search strings in O(n/m) time by using optimization rules and long strings
but has the worst-case performance of O(nm). Another exact string match-
ing algorithm is Shift-Or [93], which can perform string matching in O(n)
time in the worst case enhanced by bit-wise operations but has its maxi-
mum string length limited by the memory-word size of the machine. Rabin-
Karp [94] is an exact string matching algorithm that uses hashing of sub-
strings to improve its search performance. It has an average performance
of O(m+ n) time and O(mn) in the worst case.

An alternative approach is to use approximate string matching, where
a restricted amount of mismatches are allowed. For example, we can use
the naive approach from Figure 3.1 and count the matches and mismatches
over the alignment of Q. Assuming mismatches are restricted to c = 1, the
alignment of Q is considered as a match if the count of matching nucleotides
is greater than or equal to 2.

Assuming we have k reference sequences that Q should be aligned to
in parallel. A straightforward coarse-grained decomposition is to partition
the reference sequences and perform a search algorithm for each reference
sequence in parallel. Ideally, this would result in k times speedup compared
to the sequential approach where Q is aligned to each S1,...,Sk reference
sequence in parallel.
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Further, each S1,...,Sk can be decomposed into fine-grained partitions
by splitting a sequence into subsequences. Similar ideas of distributed
KMP algorithm have been discussed by Erciyes [51]. However, this would
require storing the matches in memory and preserving the order of subse-
quences after the parallel alignment stage is finished, as Q may stretch over
the partition boundaries. A possible solution for this could be to combine
the results from each indexed partition by incrementing the positions of
matches using the partition length m, index number, and the position in
subsequence. The sequence that spans across the partition boundary, e.g.,
Q = CGT in Figure 3.4 cannot be found with this naive approach. With
a more sophisticated parallel algorithm, the partition boundary matches
can be handled, e.g., by storing the partial match if it starts from the first
position of S1,...,Sk or is located at the rightmost position in the S1,...,Sk

at range [m-n+1,m], and by sorting the results by the partition index and
combining the partial matches. Another approach is to partition the se-
quence S into overlapping partitions, where the overlapping sequence length
is at least the length of the Q.

Figure 3.4: Fine-grained parallel brute-force method for searching subse-
quences. The first match is found from S1 at position 3 on the third iteration
and the second match from S2 at position 1 on the first iteration.

3.2 Sequence alignment

Biological sequence alignment is a fundamental problem in comparative ge-
nomics and routinely used to search for any kind of sequence from viruses
to human individuals [95]. The comparison of sequences is needed to an-
alyze the biological functionalities of the species. This is based on the
premise that similar sequences of nucleotides (homologous) provoke similar
molecular functions. Basically, sequence alignment measures how similar
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or distant two sequences P and Q are (pairwise alignment). The similarity
of P and Q can be computed simply by measuring the difference between
all elements in sequence P and sequence Q. Biological sequences experience
evolution: they change through time. These changes, called mutations,
happen in genetic recombination during cell division where some changes
are inherited through reproduction such as germline mutations, while so-
matic mutations persist only through a species life cycle [18]. Generally,
three types of edit operations mutate DNA: substitutions (one base changes
to another), insertions (consecutive bases are added to the sequence) and
deletions (consecutive bases are removed from the sequence) [18]. In biolog-
ical sequences, some edit operations happen more frequently than others.
By giving some penalty/score for different edit operations, we can mea-
sure the alignment relevancy by counting the total sum of operations in
an alignment and minimizing or maximizing the sum over the alignment
scores. Local alignment is the case when sequence P is longer than Q, and
preceding and trailing insertions and deletions (indel) are allowed without
penalty. An example of basic local alignment scoring with maximization is
given in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Local alignment scoring. Here, the scoring scheme defines 0 for
a match, -1 penalty for a mismatch and -2 for a deletion. The maximum
alignment score is -3.

Global alignment is the case when sequence P is longer than Q and
the alignment covers all positions in P. In that case, the preceding and
trailing indels are also penalized. Semi-global alignment is the case when
the alignment is restricted to the subsequence of P. In practice, semi-global
alignment is used when short sequences are aligned with longer sequences
such as genomes. Smith-Waterman is one optimal algorithm for searching
for local alignments in O(mn) time [96]. Needleman-Wunch is an optimal
O(mn) time algorithm for finding global alignment [97]. However, the
sequential performance of these algorithms is not satisfactory for searching
for a number of sequences from a large sequence database.
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In practice, one or more input sequences are pairwise aligned to multi-
ple reference sequences listed in the reference database. Regardless of the
algorithm, similar coarse-grained and fine-grained data-parallel approaches
discussed in Section 3.1 can be applied to the problem. The sequence
database can be split into multiple partitions and multiple pairwise align-
ments can be run in parallel per partition and/or each input sequence Q
can be pairwise aligned to each reference sequence P inside the partition
in parallel (coarse-grained). Fine-grained approaches are then applicable
to speed up the alignment algorithm itself by decomposing the aligned
sequences into partitions as described in Figure 3.1. In any case, the align-
ment results need to be merged and recalculated in the end to find the best
scoring alignment amongst all the alignments.

BLAST [39], Basic Local Alignment and Search Tool is perhaps the
most popular tool for finding sequence matches. BLAST relies on a heuris-
tic algorithm to restrict the search space and to speed up searching. On-
line BLAST searches the database maintained by the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI), consisting of a huge number of se-
quences assembled from different species. The offline BLAST version is
also available and it can be used with custom sequence databases, although
scaling to a large number of simultaneous searches and long sequences re-
quires specialization to the distributed and parallel approaches presented
in Section 4.3.1.

Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is used in comparative genomics to
find an alignment between multiple sequences or genomes. In MSA, three
or more sequences are aligned pair-wise and the best scoring alignment is
computed over all the sequences. As solving MSA is computationally heavy
in practice, MSA algorithms typically use some heuristics and approxima-
tions for finding the near-optimal solution in a feasible time. Clustal [98] is
one popular MSA algorithm utilizing the Hidden Markov Model (HMM),
MAFFT [99] relies on the Fast Fourier Transform, and MUSCLE [100] on
log-expectation heuristics.

3.3 Read alignment

Read alignment is a routine step in sequencing data analysis [4]. It is a
special case of a sequence alignment where often billions of short sequences
of a donor genome produced by NGS are aligned with a known reference
genome. These short reads are sequenced from random DNA fragments
without foreknowledge about where each chromosome, haplotype, or DNA
strand read has come from. Thus, read alignment is performed to find
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Figure 3.6: A simplified scenario of read alignment with a reference genome.
Red base marks a difference from the reference base in aligned position.

the locations of donor genome reads in a reference genome and to identify
differences between the donor and the reference genome [101]. The reads
are said to be mapped when they are similar enough to a reference genome
and unmapped otherwise. Figure 3.6 illustrates a simple read alignment
scenario. The coverage of sequencing defines how many times each DNA
fragment is sequenced per base position on average: the more coverage, the
better the accuracy. To find the best aligning reads covering a substring of
a reference in some genomic location, every read should be aligned to each
base position in a reference genome. That is, multiple reads can align to
the same region, resulting in different alignment scores. Due to sequencing
errors and duplicate reads, raw read data is typically cleaned before the
alignment.

Efficient read alignment methods utilize advanced compressed indexing
techniques to reduce alignment computation time and improve space effi-
ciency. The Burrows-Wheeler transformation (BWT) is a powerful method
for constructing an index of the reference sequence to speed up the read
alignment [102]. In practice, candidate sequences are searched from the
Burrows-Wheeler index and the final alignment is done to candidate se-
quences. Variants of the Burrows-Wheeler index are used in popular read
aligners such as BWA [37], Bowtie [38], and SOAP [103].

3.4 Sequence and genome assembly

De novo assembly [83] is an appropriate method when novel genomes or
sequences are studied and there is no reference sequence available. de novo
sequence assembly basically joins short sequences (e.g., Next-generation se-
quencing reads) to longer ones – contigs – and joins contigs to ordered
scaffolds (Figure 3.7) to construct whole-genome assemblies [83]. Longer
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Figure 3.7: De novo assembly from paired-end reads by Kuo-Ping [25].

sequences can be then identified and classified more precisely into species.
De novo assembly is also used to improve the existing assemblies and has
revealed many non-reference unique insertions (NUI) in human genomes,
i.e, sequences present in individuals but not found in the standard human
reference genome [104]. De novo methods typically exploit graphs such
as de-Bruijn and overlap graphs to find and join overlapping sequences
using sequence prefixes and suffixes. Constructing sequence graphs and
assembling contigs are computationally expensive and memory-intensive
operations, making them problematic with WGS data and especially with
large genomes. Moreover, assembling short NGS reads accurately is chal-
lenging, as the reads are only a few hundred bases long and genomes often
include long repeat regions [105]. Paired-end (PE) sequencing can foster
the detection of sequence repeats and improve contig concatenation as read
pairs are sequenced from both ends of a longer DNA fragment [83]. Mod-
ern De novo assembly tools such as Abyss [106], SOAPdenovo1, Trinity2,
and MegaHit3 have improved assembly performance and decreased assem-
bly time through shared-memory parallel implementations. The common
data-parallel assembly strategy is to split sequences into k-mer partitions,
construct subgraphs from k-mers, and assemble partitions in parallel. Typ-
ically, k-mer sorting and indexing with hash-tables are exploited in similar
implementations [107]. The use of several assembly algorithms can improve
the final assembly result. Reference-guided De novo assembly methods are
applicable when the species under investigation is known beforehand and

1http://soap.genomics.org.cn/
2http://trinityrnaseq.github.io
3https://github.com/voutcn/megahit
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an assembled genome of the representative species is available [108, 109].
In that case, sequenced reads are aligned to the reference genome and the
mapped reads are De novo assembled, and unassembled reads are used to
detect NUIs [108].

3.5 Genotyping

One of the main sources of variation in biological sequences arises from
genetic recombination occurring during cell division [18]. Genotype repre-
sents a collection of all gene variants, alleles, in a genome. Genetic variation
is traditionally detected by DNA microarrays [110, 111], requiring plenty of
laboratory work. Next-generation sequencing has enabled rapid genotyping
by sequencing (GBS) [112] utilizing computational methods such as vari-
ant calling (see Section 3.6.2). In spite of the high precision of microarray
genotyping, the variants obtained do not often provide sufficient coverage
for comparative genetics studies as it is able to identify only the variants
the microarray is prepared for. In contrast, GBS offers a hypothesis-free
method for genotyping that does not require any prior information about
the gene variant itself and provides a way to discover all the variants, in-
cluding novel variants.

3.5.1 Genotype imputation

Genotype imputation from a subset of genotyped variants provides a way
to infer the rest of the known variants without using laboratory meth-
ods [113]. Genotype imputation utilizes large collections of genotype data
sets, reference panels, where imputation is performed with computational
methods by estimating the missing alleles of the target panel using already
genotyped alleles in a reference panel [113]. The accumulating reference
panel sizes offer increasing imputation accuracy at the cost of computa-
tion time. The current imputation methods are based on machine learning
and related statistical methods. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) perform
well on genotype imputation where relationships between alleles are taken
into account, that is, nearby alleles are related through linkage disequi-
librium [114]. HMM is used in popular tools such as Impute, Mach, and
Beagle [115]. The current imputation algorithms are mainly based on the
Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which enables accurate parallel imputation
in adjacent sets of alleles inside Linkage disequilibrium [114].
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3.5.2 Variant calling

Variant calling is a computational process for detecting variants used with
genotyping by sequencing [116]. Variant calling begins by aligning sequenc-
ing reads to a reference genome and filtering out the unaligned reads. Next,
mapped alignments are typically filtered by examining the quality of the
alignments and filtering out the worst scoring alignments using some thresh-
old for the alignment score.

Read pileup [117] based variant calling can detect single-nucleotide poly-
morphism (SNP) and short indels (insertions and deletions of a few base-
pairs, typically shorter than 10 bases). Sequencing reads are piled up over
mapped reference positions and reference mapped alleles are counted by us-
ing the information of the read alignment. Thus the most probable alleles
covering a genomic position can be detected. SNPs can easily be detected
with reasonable accuracy by counting the most presented nucleotide at a
reference genome position. For example, if position i in genome Q is cov-
ered by n reads of which more than 90 percent contain nucleotide C, it
is reasonable to infer that C is the nucleotide in position i. If inferred
nucleotide differs from the reference nucleotide of position i in Q, it is in-
ferred as an SNP. If genome Q is from a diploid organism such as a human,
whether it is heterozygous or homozygous SNP can not be inferred as we
do not yet know which haplotype it belongs to. Indel detection requires
a more comprehensive analysis of a read pileup. Read pileup can be done
with Samtools4 and within the GATK5 best practices variant discovery
pipeline. The GATK pipeline also provides a Hidden Markov Model-based
HaploTypecaller variant calling algorithm.

However, variant calling is always an error-prone process, especially in
genomic regions including large structural variations, e.g., copy number
variation, segmental duplications, or pseudogenes [118, 119]. Falsely called
variants are often the consequence of NGS read misalignments typically
occurring in these highly homologous regions, thus the variants observed
should be comprehensively assessed and validated [120, 121]. Targeted
methods for improving variation analysis in these regions have been devel-
oped, such as read-pairing-, split-read-, read-depth-, and de novo assembly-
based methods, and hybrids of these [122, 123].

4http://www.htslib.org/
5https://github.com/broadinstitute/gatk
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3.6 Compressing and indexing genomic sequences

This section presents genomic data compression and indexing methods that
are applicable to parallel and distributed computing enabling fast data
access with sequence aligners.

3.6.1 Sequence compression

The rapidly accumulating genomic datasets make efficient compression meth-
ods more significant. Moreover, sequences need to be retrieved quickly to
enable fast sequence alignment and search capability. Virtually, human
genetic variation is relatively low: genomes differ only by 1 base pair per
1000 bases on average, and most of the genome consists of repetitive se-
quences [18]. This property offers an excellent basis for compressing and
representing large collections of genomes. The amount of storage needed
for a collection of genomes can be reduced hugely with data compression
methods utilizing the characteristics of repetitive sequences between the
individual genomes [17], that is, the human genome includes a large pro-
portion of repetitive sequences that can be found in every individual.

General-purpose lossless data compression tools such as gzip6, 7-zip7,
and Snappy8 are based on Lempel-Ziv (LZ) [124] compression method vari-
ants using dictionary coding. Typically, a compression dictionary is calcu-
lated on-the-fly and in gzip, using the DEFLATE9 algorithm: the LZ77 dic-
tionary size is limited to 32 Kb by its maximum sliding window size [125].
7-zip uses the LZMA10 compression algorithm, which is based on a vari-
able dictionary size of up to 4 GB11. However, they were not developed
for genomic data compression where long sequence repetitions are present.
The performance of several methods on compressing sequence data has
been compared by Kryukov K. et al. [126]. LZ variants have been used in
many compression approaches to decrease database index size and retrieval
time [127, 128, 129]. However, the original LZ does not scale to compress a
large number of genomes as the uncompressed input data is read into mem-
ory as a whole for dictionary parsing. Thus, novel methods for LZ-based
compression have been proposed for genomic data indexing and retrieval
using the Relative Lempel-Ziv (RLZ) [17, 130, 131, 132] method. RLZ uses

6https://www.gzip.org
7https://www.7-zip.org
8http://google.github.io/snappy
9https://www.w3.org/Graphics/PNG/RFC-1951

10https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lempel-Ziv-Markov chain algorithm
11https://www.7-zip.org/7z.html
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a sample of the data as a dictionary to compress the rest of the data relative
to the dictionary that makes it more memory efficient.

RLZ [40, 41] can be enhanced with suffix-array [133] based dictionaries
to decrease encoding time and speed up the searching. Suffix-array is a
data structure that represents a string with suffixes of the original string
in a sorted array that can be constructed in linear time [134, 135]. Suffix-
array data structure enables fast dictionary searching of the successors of
the query substring. The suffix-array is calculated from the dictionary and
the rest of the sequences are LZ factorized using an LZ77-parse relative to
the dictionary utilizing the suffix-array [41]. However, efficient compression
requires that the dictionary represents the repetition in the input sequences
comprehensively. In decompression, the successors of dictionary-matched
substrings are backtracked using an LZ77-parse. That is, all the original
input sequences can be decompressed from the dictionary sequence.

Wandelt and Leser [136, 137] propose a referential compression method
that has been used to construct a Referentially Compressed Search Index
(RCSI) for a large collection of genomes [138]. The compression method in
RCSI is very similar to RLZ except that RCSI compresses only differences in
genomes relative to their common reference genome instead of a dictionary
constructed from the sequences. RCSI utilize a compressed suffix tree [139]
of the reference sequence to decrease the search and compression time.
With the RCSI they achieved an index compression ratio of 26:1 with 1092
whole human genomes in 54 hours on a single laptop [138].

Kärkkäinen et al. [140] present three external memory algorithms for
LZ factorization that are proposed as suitable for distributed and parallel
implementation. Hoobin et al. [40] propose RLZ-like dictionary coding
where a representative dictionary is sampled from the entire input data and
used to encode the data in fixed-size blocks. This approach provides faster
retrieval times and a feasible compression ratio when the block size is large
enough. Moreover, it is potentially suitable for data-parallel compression as
separate blocks can be encoded in parallel. In Publication III, we implement
a distributed RLZ compression method that is a hybrid of these methods
using KKP3 [140, 141] algorithm for data-parallel dictionary coding (see
Section 5.3).

3.6.2 Indexing

For a human, the reference genome is over three billion base pairs long
(approximately 3 Gigabytes)12. NGS read data to be aligned can exceed

12https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF 000001405.39
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hundreds of Gigabytes, depending mainly on the sequencing technology,
sequencing coverage, and the size of the donor genome [4]. Typical NGS
analysis workflow is preceded by a read alignment process (see Section 3.3)
where billions of short-read sequences from a donor sample are aligned with
a reference genome.

Basically, sequence alignment compares short sequences to subsequences
of a genome (see Section 3.2). Assembled reference sequences are typically
indexed to speed up the sequence alignment and searching, which can be
computationally heavy with massive sequence databases. For example,
the NCBI GenBank database included in April 2021 over 227.12 million
sequences comprising over 832.40 billion bases and the Whole-genome se-
quencing (WGS) database over 1590.67 million reads comprising over 12.73
trillion bases13. Moreover, aligning sequences with such a massive database
requires a vast amount of computing time and working memory.

Compressed full-text indexes, also called self-indexes, are compressed
and indexed data structures that do not need the original data to be ac-
cessed after the index has been constructed [142]. Self-index has interesting
advantages as it can provide random access to compressed sequences with
efficient pattern matching properties without the need for data decompres-
sion [42]. FM-index [143] is a self-index based on the Burrows-Wheeler
transformation (BWT) [102] which can be, e.g., implemented based on the
suffix-array (SA) [133]. FM-index is used in popular read aligners such
as BWA [37] and Bowtie [38]. However, these tools do not exploit highly
repetitive sequences in compression, unlike hybrid-indexing, which we will
cover next.

Hybrid-indexing

Hybrid-indexing was first presented by Ferrada et al. [42] based on the con-
cept of compressed text indexes by Kärkkäinen and Ukkonen [144]. Fer-
rada et al. [143] show that the LZ77 compressed repetitive sequences can
be indexed and searched with conventional indexes such as the FM-index.
In genomics, hybrid-index is an efficient data structure that allows fast
alignment of sequences to compressed sequences using traditional indexing
methods such as Burrows Wheeler and Bowtie2.

Valenzuela et al. [48] propose a CHICO indexer based on hybrid-index
implementation using RLZ compression with kernelization to compress and
index collections of genomes, i.e., pan-genomes. CHICO uses kernelization
to compress pan-genomes to a single kernel sequence that can be indexed

13https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/statistics/
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using conventional tools, such as BWA and Bowtie. Gagie and Puglisi [145]
describe kernelization for representing a collection of genomes in a non-
repetitive string that is a concatenation of LZ77 parsed phrases separated
by some boundary symbol, e.g., $. The genomes are first compressed with
RLZ relative to the sample dictionary parsed from a partial pan-genome.
RLZ parsed suffix phrases are used to represent the original genome in a
non-repetitive kernel sequence. The positions of LZ suffix phrase bound-
aries in a genome are stored into auxiliary data structures using a sorted
list of phrase boundary positions in kernel sequence and with a list of cor-
responding phrase boundary positions in a genome. The kernel sequence is
then indexed for conventional read aligners, e.g., BWA [37] or Bowtie [38].

On the CHICO index, the read alignment is performed with the CHIC
aligner [146], which aligns reads to an indexed kernel sequence instead
of aligning to each individual genome separately using BWA or Bowtie2.
The CHIC aligner maps the resulting kernel mapped reads to the origi-
nal genomic positions using the LZ parse and phrase position lists of the
CHICO index [48]. The alignment of a sequence that crosses a phrase
boundary in the kernel sequence is said to be a primary occurrence and
secondary otherwise (contained in the phrase) [144]. The kernel mapped
reads are initially potential primary occurrences [48]. Thus, the param-
eters used in the conventional read aligner (BWA or Bowtie2) affect the
number of kernel mapped reads, and therefore, potentially the number of
reads mapped to the pan-genome. The primary occurrences are searched
in the first phase and the secondary occurrences are searched afterward
using LZ parse and primary occurrences as an input [144]. In many real
use cases, it is enough to find primary occurrences only. The distributed
RLZ method with hybrid-indexing presented in Publication III extends the
CHICO indexing (see Section 5.3).



Chapter 4

Scalable high-throughput
sequencing analysis pipelines

A complete bioinformatics workflow typically consists of various analysis
components that are combined into complex analysis pipelines. High-
throughput sequencing (HTS) analysis pipelines are traditionally broken
down into three parts: primary, secondary, and tertiary analysis [147]. The
primary analysis involves sequencing of biological samples with a sequenc-
ing instrument that generates sequencing read data. Sequencing itself fol-
lows laboratory instrument- and analysis-specific protocols that do not fall
within the scope of this dissertation. We focus on the secondary and ter-
tiary analysis steps that are more computationally versatile and can be
programmatically parallelized. However, the analysis steps here are pre-
sented in chronological order and the primary analysis step is introduced
briefly first as it is the fundamental premise for conducting HTS analy-
sis itself. Secondary analysis typically comprises quality analysis, filtering,
and preprocessing of raw sequencing data as well as read alignment, se-
quence assembly, and variant calling steps. Tertiary analysis can comprise,
e.g., genomic data aggregation, functional and taxonomical classification
and annotation, genome-wide association studies, and exploratory analy-
sis [147].

4.1 Primary analysis

In primary analysis (Figure 4.1), the sequencing instrument detects base
pairs from the DNA sample fragments in the base calling step. Basically,
the sequencer determines bases by measuring signal intensity from the sig-
nal emitted while a DNA fragment is synthesized or ligated [148]. Each
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Figure 4.1: Primary analysis steps.

Figure 4.2: FASTQ paired-end file format (NCBI SRA accession number
ERX226225).

detected base is validated by measuring the precision of the base call and
the quality score is calculated for each base as a result. Multiple samples are
multiplexed for simultaneous sequencing and the output is de-multiplexed
to separate the sample reads by identifiers [4].

The next-generation sequencing (NGS) base calling step generates sin-
gle or paired-end short sequencing reads with the typical length of 50 to
300 bp with quality scores in an instrument-specific data format. The read
data is typically converted to the FASTQ sequencing file format [149] for the
read alignment and sequence assembly tools. Paired-end (PE) sequencing
generates read pairs which are sequenced from both ends of the DNA frag-
ment. PE has advantages compared to single-end as the relative positions
of the pairs are known. PE enables detection of sequence rearrangements
and it fosters de novo assembling by easing the contig concatenation [83].
Figure 4.2 shows paired-end read pair extracted from two FASTQ files. One
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Figure 4.3: Salmonella sequences in FASTA file format (data available in
NCBI Assembly database).

FASTQ record1 contains four lines where the first line describes the read
id and mate-pair number as well as instrument-specific information. The
second line is the actual sequence of detected nucleotides. Line three is for
optional descriptions. The fourth line contains the Phred2 quality score,
which measures the quality of the identification of each base.

4.2 Secondary analysis

The secondary analysis utilizes various methods and tools using different
data formats [147]. Typically, assembled sequences such as contigs, chro-
mosomes, and genomes are represented in FASTA format (Figure 4.3) [150],
where each sequence record starts with a header line defined by the > sym-
bol and followed by a unique sequence identifier. The actual sequence is
stored as a character string in the standard IUB/IUPAC nucleic or amino
acid codes [151] after the header line in a single line or multiple lines of the
same length. Generally, this step can be divided into two methodological
categories: re-sequencing and de novo assembly. Re-sequencing (Figure 4.4)
implies read alignment (see Section 3.3) with some reference sequence as-
sembled from the same species and is often used with longer genomes such
as humans and other mammals [152]. De novo assembly (see Section 3.4)
from NGS data basically joins short sequences from FASTQ reads to longer
FASTA sequences and is typically used with shorter genomes such as mi-
crobes and species that do not yet have a reference genome assembled [83],
but is also used with human genomes, especially for complementing the re-
sequencing method [107]. In both approaches, the reads are preprocessed

1https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/docs/submitformats/#fastq-files
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phred quality score
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as the read data may contain sequencing artefacts such as low quality and
duplicate reads. Various methods exist for preprocessing FASTQ data such
as removing adapter bias, trimming read length, trimming Poly-A/T tails,
read quality-based filtering, filtering duplicates, read normalization, or fix-
ing the formats for different tools [153]. Read data can be also used for,
e.g., calculating and estimating genome sizes.

Figure 4.4: Whole genome re-sequencing secondary analysis step.

4.2.1 Whole-genome re-sequencing

After the preprocessing steps, the read aligner is used to align reads to a
reference genome [154]. To specify the concept of an alignment (see Sec-
tion 3.2), an alignment is said to be mapped when it is determined to be a
subsequence of a reference sequence and unmapped otherwise. As whole-
genome sequencing detects every organic material including microbes from
a species, reference mapped reads are assumed to belong to the same species
as the reference genome represents. In turn, unmapped reads contain all
organisms divergent from the sample species. At this stage, unmapped
reads may be invaluable, e.g., for metagenomics studies where unmapped
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reads are de novo assembled or re-aligned to a reference genome of a spe-
cific microbe under study (see Publication I). Various methods are used to
modify, analyze and filter the alignment data before the tertiary analysis
such as quality filtering, filtering mapped and unmapped reads, calculating
mapping depth, marking duplicates, etc [153].

Figure 4.5: SAM alignment file format.

To continue with the re-sequencing (Figure 4.4) approach, the mapped
reads are persisted. The majority of read aligners produce Sequence Align-
ment Map (SAM) formatted files (Figure 4.5) or binary SAM (BAM) for-
matted files [34]. SAM format represents each alignment record in one line,
where each field is delimited by a tabular symbol3.

Read alignment is computationally expensive, especially with multiple
high-coverage sequencing samples. A large majority of read aligners use the
Burrows-Wheeler-based index (see Section 3.6.2) which is constructed first
and reused when multiple samples are aligned in parallel. Aligning RNA se-
quencing reads to a reference genome requires considering transcript splice
junctions as RNA is spliced from the DNA during the transcription [18].
Tools such as TopHat are used to compose RNA spliced alignments be-
fore the read alignment [155]. The straightforward data-parallel approach
for distributed read alignment is to decompose reads into partitions and
align each partition to the reference genome in parallel on multiple com-
puting nodes. This method has been implemented in a few distributed read
alignment tools such as CloudBurst [156], SparkBWA [157], BigBWA [158],
Seal [69], and Halvade [67].

Another use case is to align reads sequenced from multiple samples
to the reference genome in parallel. Data-parallel decomposition by the
sample can provide sufficient coarse-grained parallelization if the number of
samples is relatively large in proportion to the computing nodes available
in a cluster. Partitioning a reference genome index is not as practical,
as the optimal alignment has to be found and the reference index data

3https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/docs/submitformats/#bam-files
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typically remains several times smaller than NGS read data. The more
fine-grained approach would be to decompose the read data into partitions.
Thus, it is feasible to provide a reference index as a whole for each parallel
alignment execution cycle by replicating and caching the index to all nodes
in a computing cluster. Read data partitions are then aligned with the
whole reference index in parallel on all distributed computing nodes. Both
sample-level and read data partitioning approaches have been applied in
Publication I to scale the read alignment step with multiple human samples
in a distributed Spark computing cluster.

Distributed computing methods and frameworks such as Apache Spark
[58] and Hadoop Distributed Filesystem (HDFS) [36] are well applicable
here. By distributing reads into HDFS, the partitioning is done automati-
cally when reads are loaded into Spark. As the FASTQ record is not line-
based, the custom I/O interface is needed to split the read records correctly.
This is because Spark splits data by lines into RDD by default. Hadoop-
BAM [33] provides a custom record reader and writer for the FASTQ for-
mat, enabling robust distributed FASTQ data manipulation with Spark.
However, the reference index must be available in memory in each parallel
read partition alignment stage. Spark provides a broadcast mechanism for
distributing shared variables with immutable data types. Distributing the
index files in such a format that the native read aligner code can be exe-
cuted inside the Spark transformation function requires custom methods.
The straightforward method would be to use Spark’s RDD pipe operator
to execute a native process. However, the native process input interface
may restrict the use of the RDD pipe as it writes an RDD record directly
to stdin of the given process. Java Native Interface provides a more robust
way to run native code in Spark, giving the programmer more flexibility at
the expense of simplicity.

4.2.2 De novo assembly

De novo assembly (see Section 3.4) is widely used in metagenomics studies,
where the most novel sequences are found and the reference sequence may
be absent [12, 159]. However, recent findings of novel sequences amongst
human genomes have raised the need for more scalable and efficient De
novo assembly methods [160, 161]. Assembling sequences from WGS data
is challenging as reads are much shorter (even with long reads using Third-
generation sequencing, which is not always an option) than the molecules
they originate from and the molecules can consist of long regions of repeat-
ing sequences and large structural variations [123]. As de novo assembler
algorithms mainly use graph-based data structures (see Section 3.4), fine-
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grained decomposition strategies are challenging to apply directly without
parallelizing assembly routines in existing algorithms. Moreover, processing
a large sequence graph is computationally demanding and requires a lot of
memory. Chromosomal and sample-level partitioning provides a basis for
the data-parallel approach. However, chromosomal decomposition requires
reference-guided read alignment to be performed beforehand as we need to
determine which chromosome a read comes from. This approach also en-
ables more fine-grained partitioning by chromosomal regions as alignments
store the positional information. Without the reference genome, read clus-
tering techniques can enable a data-parallel assembly approach. Basically,
reads can be clustered by overlapping k-mers and the data-parallel assembly
can be then performed for each cluster [167]. However, overlap read cluster-
ing is also a compute-intensive process and needs further investigation and
experiments on massive sequencing data. Sample-level decomposition is a
straightforward method when multiple NGS samples are to be assembled
but its efficiency depends on the number of samples relative to the num-
ber of available computing nodes. Note that sample size distribution can
greatly affect the load balance and the overall runtime would be roughly
the assembly time of the largest sample.

4.2.3 Metagenomics

In metagenomics, microbes under investigation, e.g., viral or bacterial patho-
gens, can be identified from sequencing data using computational meth-
ods [168]. Analysis often starts with separating the unrelated genetic ma-
terial such as host DNA, e.g., human DNA in human microbiome samples,
from the related material such as viruses [169]. If the reference genome of
a pathogen is available, a re-sequencing approach (see Section 4.2.1) can
be conducted. If the reference genome is not available, as is the case with
many microbes, de novo assembling can be used [170]. In that case, the
reads belonging to unrelated species can be filtered out by aligning the
reads to the host reference genome, e.g., to the human reference genome if
the metagenomic sequencing is based on human samples [46, 47, 171]. A
simplified parallel pipeline to assemble and identify genomes from metage-
nomic next-generation sequencing (NGS) samples is shown in Figure 4.6.

A read normalization method is often used in a pre-processing step to
reduce sequencing bias, which improves the estimation of pathogen abun-
dance in the sample [172]. As normalization reduces the number of reads, it
also reduces the analysis data volume and computational burden. Species-
related reads are normalized by k-mer (similar sequences of length k) abun-
dances and de novo assembled to contigs. Basically, read normalization
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Figure 4.6: Identifying microbial genomes from metagenomic NGS samples
in parallel.

flattens the distribution of read coverage by down-sampling the reads in
high-depth areas considering the abundances of k-mers [173]. This tech-
nique is used in Publication I to scale the de novo assembly of multiple
metagenomic samples in parallel.

4.3 Tertiary analysis

The tertiary analysis explores and discovers new biological insights through
more precise analytics using the analysis-ready data processed in the pre-
vious steps combined with external data sources. This step comprises
comparative, statistical, and taxonomical genetic analyses and classifica-
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tion [147]. The tertiary analysis covers a wide range of various analysis
methods and tools for different disciplines of computational genomics. Se-
quences of interest are annotated by discovering known genomic elements
such as promoters, enhancers, motifs, CpG islands, open reading frames,
introns, or exons [174]. Here, we address the most important routines with
regard to big data analytics in genomics.

4.3.1 Sequence alignment and search

Sequence alignment basics have been reviewed in Chapter 3. Sequence
alignment is one of the routine methods when novel assembled sequences
must be searched, compared, classified, and annotated. Various sequence
databases for different organisms and species are available online. However,
online alignment search tools are typically restricted in terms of the num-
ber of queries and sequence length. Thus, custom methods and databases
for performing study-specific comparisons on a large scale are often im-
plemented. Strategies to scale the sequence alignment in a distributed
environment depend on the database size, the number of queries, and the
algorithms used.

The popular BLAST sequence alignment tool is routinely used by bioin-
formaticians, and thus researchers have exploited parallel computing meth-
ods to improve its performance, such as multithreading, Message Passing
Interface, GPUs, database replication, and/or distributed databases [77,
175, 176, 177]. The main factors affecting BLAST search performance
can be identified as database size, query batch size, and search sequence
length. Database replication enables a data-parallel approach to be ap-
plied to query batches by chunking query batches into partitions, resulting
in greater granularity while distributing partitions to multiple nodes and
searching smaller batches in parallel. Once a database is distributed by
segmenting it into partitions and distributing partitions to multiple com-
puting nodes, the query batches can be searched in parallel on multiple
nodes [178].

Decomposing large sequencing datasets into partitions and distributing
the data partitions into a distributed file system, such as HDFS [36], enables
scalable data-parallel sequence alignment with Apache Spark [58]. Spark
can be further utilized to refine aligned sequence data through pipeline
stages with rich analytic functions in parallel. Aggregating sequence align-
ments from multiple samples is often needed in the analysis pipeline and
can be performed efficiently with dataset operations such as reduce, group,
join, and aggregate in Spark. Apache Spark has been used for distributed
BLAST sequence alignment in a metagenomics data analysis pipeline in
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Publication I. Moreover, efficient indexing and compressing methods for
massive datasets become important when large-scale sequence alignment
has to be performed. Large sequencing datasets can be compressed and in-
dexed to reduce storage space usage and sequence alignment time (see Sec-
tion 3.6) with a distributed compressed hybrid-indexing method, as shown
in Publication III.

4.3.2 Metagenomic identification

Alignment routines are sometimes used iteratively in both secondary and
tertiary analysis. In a metagenomic sample, multiple species are abundant
and thus classification of the species is needed [179]. De novo assembled
sequences are typically aligned to known species for screening, i.e., filter-
ing the contaminated or unrelated sequences, and for finding related se-
quences [46, 47, 170]. After the screening, the sequences discovered are
often annotated taxonomically and functionally [174]. These annotated
novel assemblies can be then used as references for further studies on re-
lated species. As more sequences from the same species are assembled and
annotated, the consensus reference genome can finally be constructed and
used for re-sequencing purposes.

In metagenomic studies, the bacterial, viral, phage, and vector se-
quences can be identified by aligning assembled contigs with known mi-
crobial reference sequences or searching, e.g., with BLAST from nucleotide
databases such as RefSeq [180], Enterobase [181], and VIPR [182]. The re-
maining sequences are then identified by searching databases corresponding
to the species under investigation. Tertiary analysis in metagenomics may
require the profiling and classification of unknown species, strains, and
serotypes with methods such as nucleotide or amino acid homology search-
ing [171], or Multilocus sequence typing (MLST) [183]. Gene annotation is
typically performed at this point for enabling further downstream analysis.
Figure 4.6 introduces a simplified parallel pipeline to identify genomes from
metagenomic NGS samples.

The database replication and parallel sequence search methods are ap-
plied in Publication I to profile metagenomes from human NGS samples
using BLAST and HMMER databases in the distributed Spark computing
cluster.

4.3.3 Variant calling

Variant calling [116] often follows the read alignment step in re-sequencing
analysis. Variant calling is a set of computational methods for detecting
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Figure 4.7: Tertiary analysis from re-sequencing to genome-wide association
study.

genotypes and is a premise for various further analyses. In addition, the ex-
isting genotype data is used in many comparative studies. Basically, variant
calling estimates the likelihood of the allele in a genomic locus relative to a
reference genome and outputs the most probable allele in that position. As-
suming that mapped alignments are filtered and other preprocessing steps
have already been performed in secondary analysis, traditionally the next
step would be read pileup [117], previously described in Section 3.5.2. Fig-
ure 4.7 illustrates how the read pileup and variant calling are related in
tertiary analysis. We can start by decomposing read alignments (SAM
files [34]) into partitions by sample and chromosome. Pileup is then done
in parallel per chromosome in every sample. Variant calling typically pro-
duces a VCF [35] file where each line represents a genomic position in a
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reference genome and stores reference allele and Single Nucleotide Poly-
morphism (SNP) likelihoods. Figure 4.7 shows a simple illustration of how
the read pileup is done in parallel when data is decomposed by sample and
chromosome (s1:chr1, s2:chr1, sN:chr1). Read pileups are then grouped
by sample for actual variant calling, which produces VCF files. Reference
panels are composed of VCF files by grouping SNPs by chromosomes and
aggregating samples into a single file. Read pileup and some of the general
pre- and postprocessing methods for variant and alignment data have been
parallelized with Spark in the latest GATK [66].

4.3.4 Genotype imputation

Genotype imputation is routinely used in genome-wide association studies
(GWAS) when only a subset of variants is available and large-scale compar-
ison of variants is needed. The subset of variants can be detected by any
available genotyping method, e.g., by DNA microarrays [110] or by sequenc-
ing [112]. Imputation is done by estimating unknown Single Nucleotide
Polymorphism (SNP) from the previous observations in the genotype ref-
erence panel. Data-parallel decomposition can be applied to chromosomal
regions where groups of variants are known to be inherited together. These
variants are said to be linked by linkage disequilibrium (LD) [184]. Linked
variant sets allow highly parallel imputation in partitioned regions. Widely
used Beagle [115] and Impute [185] imputation tools impute genotypes in
allele marker intervals with high accuracy in parallel. Figure 4.7 illustrates
how genotype imputation is related to variant calling in tertiary analysis.
SNP data for imputation is parallelizable at the chromosomal level and
regions. With the simplified example in Figure 4.7, imputation is done in
chromosomal intervals of size 10 million SNPs. This partitioning strategy
enables data-parallel imputation without rewriting the existing algorithms.

Distributed file systems enable the storage of sets of variants in dis-
tributed data partitions and thus imputation can be done in parallel on
local data without reloading or moving data outside the computing node,
which reduces the communication overhead. This approach is applied in
Publication II for massive-scale distributed genotype imputation.



Chapter 5

Scalable population genomics
applications

This chapter introduces the scalable whole-genome sequencing data analyt-
ics applications developed in this dissertation. The implemented applica-
tions originate from Publications I-IV and are presented in this respective
order. A brief introduction to each application is presented, followed by an
overview of the overall design and key findings.

5.1 Large-scale identification of pathogens from
whole-genome sequencing data

Metagenomics studies the diversity of genomes in a complex sample com-
prising various organisms of different species [179]. Metagenomes can be
discovered by sequencing microbiological genomes that may be present in
a sample or host. An estimated 1012 microbial species exist on Earth [43].
Rapid identification of microbes is essential to design antibodies for vac-
cines and improve drug development for quick response to epidemics and
pandemics [13, 186, 187, 188]. Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) of human,
food, or environmental samples now enables the identification of all the mi-
croorganisms present in a biospecimen. Moreover, WGS enables the analy-
sis of total microbial DNA directly from its natural environment, i.e., micro-
bial community, thus reducing the time consumed in laboratory work [168].
Moreover, this also enables the identification of novel unknown sequences
by assembling sequences computationally. The source of pathogens can
be tracked with high confidence when an animal or foodborne pathogen is
linked to the pathogens identified from human patients. For example, on-
going SARS-Cov-2 (COVID-19) outbreak cases have been tracked in near
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real-time with the Nextstrain analysis tool from sequenced viruses [189].
Epidemiological tracing of cases and contacts during the Ebola outbreak in
western Africa in 2016 was conducted utilizing Next-generation Sequenc-
ing data analysis [190]. The origin of the 2011 E. coli outbreak in Eu-
rope was tracked by identifying genetic mutations of bacterial strains from
WGS data [191]. The human microbiome comprises bacteria and viruses,
among other microbes [192, 193], and their proportion and composition
vary between individuals [159, 194]. Systematic classification of microor-
ganisms is challenging, especially because of their rapid recombination rate,
the relatively small genomes, and low concentration and incidence [195].
WGS-based analysis methods can segregate bacterial serotypes and strains
with high precision and resolution more rapidly than traditional labora-
tory methods using cultured microbes [196]. Thus, algorithms and tools
for metagenomics will have to cope with a huge amount of WGS data in
the near future.

5.1.1 Distributed identification of viruses from multiple
metagenomic NGS samples with ViraPipe

Chapter 4 reviewed distributed approaches for metagenomic read align-
ment and de novo assembly. A combination of the methods reviewed was
used in Publication I to develop a scalable distributed metagenome anal-
ysis pipeline, ViraPipe. ViraPipe is designed especially for detecting viral
sequences from NGS reads sequenced from human samples, but can easily
be configured for identifying other microbes. The pipeline was developed
on the Apache Spark framework and it comprises the following distributed
sequence analysis methods (Figure 5.1):

1. NGS read data quality filtering and duplicate removal. Read align-
ment with distributed read data partitions.

2. Filtering out the human genetic material by discarding the mapped
reads from the distributed read data partitions. The unmapped SAM
formatted alignments are transformed back to FASTQ format in the
same distributed phase.

3. Normalization of unmapped reads. The normalization is executed on
distributed read data partitions in parallel.

4. De novo assembly of preprocessed unmapped reads in parallel per
sample with MegaHit.
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5. Taxonomical identification of known viral sequences from the repli-
cated BLAST database from distributed contigs in parallel.

6. Novel viral sequence profiling with HMMER search from the vFam
protein database from distributed contigs in parallel.

More detailed descriptions of the pipeline phases are given in Publication
I. The experiments have been conducted to analyze viral fractions from
various human biospecimens sequenced with Next-generation sequencing
technologies. The analysis pipeline consists of mining viral candidate se-
quences from heterogenous NGS reads, assembling viral contigs, discovering
viral genomes, and profiling viruses. ViraPipe analyzed 768 human sam-
ples (570.9 GB dataset) in 210 minutes with Apache Spark on the Hadoop
computing cluster, including 5.12 TB of RAM and 1288 cores distributed to
23 worker nodes (Figure 5.2). 11x speedup was achieved on 23 computing
nodes compared to the sequential pipeline run on a single node.

Figure 5.1: Overview of the analysis phases in ViraPipe pipeline [197].
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Figure 5.2: Scalability of the ViraPipe in respect to the NGS dataset
size [197].

ViraPipe discovered 12.5% more viral sequences than the sequential
pipeline with the test dataset due to distributed read alignment and align-
ment normalization. This can be possibly compensated with post-filtering
of normalized alignments by their similarity in expense of execution time.
The pipeline was performing better with larger number of samples, which
indicates that the granularity of data partitions should have been higher
with a small number of samples. Granularity can be configured with Spark
RDD repartitioning or coalescing transformations, and by setting the HDFS
block size. The optimal granularity depends on the underlying computing
cluster size and resources such as available memory and cores. The com-
plete assessment of the pipeline is given in the original Publication I. The
ViraPipe source code is available in Github1.

5.1.2 Bacterial pathogen identification with ViraPipe

The ViraPipe pipeline (Figure 5.1) has been further extended with Multi-
locus sequence typing (MLST) to identify bacterial pathogens from Next-
generation sequencing food samples presented in Figure 5.3. This work was
done for the PrecisionFDA CFSAN Pathogen detection challenge2 and is
not part of Publication I.

U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) provided NGS data for 32
food samples for evaluation from which 24 samples had to be identified

1https://github.com/NGSeq/ViraPipe
2https://precision.fda.gov/challenges/2
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Figure 5.3: Salmonella pathogen identification pipeline.

and 8 samples were example samples. The goal was to identify the strain,
serotype, and MLST type of Salmonella-positive samples. MLST scheme
defines 7-gene profiles of known Salmonella strains where the gene profile
refers to the corresponding allele. MLST is a method for identifying bac-
terial isolates based on the comparison of variants of selected genes [183].
MLST uses the genetic loci of multiple genes to profile the strain of a bac-
terium. MLST scheme defines allelic profiles of multiple genetic loci of
known bacterial strains that have been already identified, e.g., by using
DNA microarrays.

24 NGS read data sets (82 GB uncompressed data in FASTQ format)
are first normalized to remove duplicates and closely similar sequences.
After pre-processing, the candidate contigs are de novo assembled with a
MegaHit [198] assembler from NGS reads in parallel per sample. 7-gene
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profiles are used as a reference sequence and candidate contigs are aligned
with the Salmonella 7-gene reference index using the BWA-MEM [37] al-
gorithm. The best scoring alignments are then filtered from the produced
SAM files. MLST types are inferred from the MLST database using the
best matching gene profiles of each sample. Candidate serotypes and strains
are searched from the Enterobase database by 7-gene MLST types and 7-
gene matched contigs from the BLAST Salmonella database. The final
classification is performed with an algorithm that scores MLST types by
the number of correctly matched 7-gene profiles and infers serotypes and
strains from the best-matched BLAST and Enterobase search results. If
closely related MLST profile was not found from the Enterobase database,
the strain was identified only by the BLAST database and serotype was
left unknown.

Executing the whole pipeline took 341.8 minutes using Spark comput-
ing cluster including 1 TB of RAM and 400 cores distributed to 25 nodes
(Table 5.1). The most computing intensive phase of the pipeline is the
Megahit de novo assembly which took 84% of the execution time. The
assembly input data is decomposed by sample and 24 Megahit tasks are
run in parallel on distributed nodes. As the sample data set sizes vary,
the load balancing is not optimal and the execution time is the time taken
to assemble the largest sample data. After the assembly phase, the input
data sizes decrease to few gigabytes (3 GB of contigs). Bowtie2 indexing of
contigs and 7-gene alignment are done on a single node as partitioning of
the index was not currently possible, but has been later studied in Publica-
tion III. Searching the 7-gene mapped contigs from the Salmonella BLAST
database is done in parallel on distributed contig partitions. As contigs
length vary a lot (minimum length 714 bp and maximum length 214785 bp
with mean length of 20814 bp) and the BLAST performs slowly with long
contigs, the load balancing here was unequal causing performance degra-
dation. Classification phase was performing without load balancing issues
as it is parallelized with constant size data partitions using Spark RDDs.
Salmonella contamination was correctly predicted from 18 out of 24 sam-
ples including no false positives and six false negatives. From thirteen true
positive samples four MLST profiles, three serotypes, and zero strains were
correctly predicted. The overview of the official results reported by the
FDA is available at the competition website3.

The strain prediction was done last and it turned out to be a chal-
lenging task in the limited competition time frame. Lately, a few k-mer
alignment based tools have been developed for bacterial strain detection

3https://precision.fda.gov/challenges/2/results
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such as Kaiju [162], Centrifuge [163], and Kraken2 [164], that can be poten-
tially used to improve the pipeline. Machine learning classification methods
could potentially be used to improve MLST, serotype and strain prediction
accuracy, and should be further explored [165, 166]. The performance in
assembly phase can be increased by decomposing sample data sets into
smaller partitions, however, this would affect to assembly accuracy as some
contigs would be lost if sequences are not concatenated between the parti-
tions. Read clustering methods [167] can be useful here for grouping reads
having closely similar prefixes and suffixes as de novo assembly uses them
to concatenate read sequences (see Section 3.4 and Section 4.2.2). The
ViraPipe bacterial pathogen identification extension is available in Gitlab4.

Pipeline phase Exec. time (min.)

Normalization 11
Megahit assembly 287
Bowtie2 indexing 36

7-gene align 0.5
Salmonella DB indexing 0.7
BLAST 7-gene contigs 4.6

Classification 2.0
Total time 341.8

Table 5.1: Salmonella type identification pipeline execution times.

5.2 Distributed large-scale genotype imputation

Genotyping basics are presented in Section 3.5 and in Section 4.3.4. A
hybrid of the methods reviewed was applied in Publication II to develop a
scalable distributed genotype imputation tool, SparkBeagle5.

Existing WGS-based large genotype reference panels offer accurate de-
tection of missing genotypes through genotype imputation. Genotype im-
putation from WGS-based reference panels is a cost-efficient way to com-
putationally detect all the variants in the human genome [113, 199]. Geno-
type imputation panels may contain tens of thousands of samples and tens
of millions of variants, generating massive data sets. The current imputa-
tion algorithms use complex imputation methods, and imputing the missing
genotypes of multiple target samples from thousands of reference genotypes
is too computationally heavy for algorithms running on a single computer.

4https://gitlab.com/aimaarala/pathospark
5https://github.com/NGSeq/SparkBeagle
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Figure 5.4: A simplified parallel imputation scenario [200].

A simplified parallel imputation scenario with diploid genomes is il-
lustrated in Figure 5.4. The goal is to impute missing target genotypes
denoted with a question mark. In a real-life scenario, the marker numbers
would represent physical chromosomal positions of Single Nucleotide Poly-
morphism (SNP). A row represents one sample haplotype and a column
represents an allele in some genomic position. The genotypes in a tar-
get sample are imputed from reference haplotypes highlighted in the same
color. The genotypes are imputed in parallel across overlapping markers.
In Figure 5.4 only one marker is overlapped as an example.

In SparkBeagle, imputation reference and target panels are decomposed
by chromosomes and stored into the Hadoop Distributed File System in
block compressed (BGZF)6 variant call format (BCF). The distributed com-
pressed reference panel blocks are read from the HDFS locally on each node
into distributed memory using Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD) with
Spark. The imputation is done massively parallel from a distributed refer-
ence panel in chromosomal intervals with Spark. SNP data is processed in
parallel by splitting SNP markers into overlapping windows, which enables
more fine-grained data decomposition in chromosomal regions considering
linkage disequilibrium [184]. The overlapping partition strategy is used to
mimic the original Beagle’s interval overlapping so that the imputation al-
gorithm performs accurately on partition boundaries as well (Figure 5.5).
However, imputation interval and overlap size can affect the performance
and imputation accuracy: too large an imputation interval and overlap size
can result in uneven load balancing, thus decreasing scalability and perfor-
mance. In contrast, smaller imputation intervals give better load balancing

6https://samtools.github.io/hts-specs/SAMv1.pdf
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Figure 5.5: Distributed imputation of overlapping allele marker intervals
in SparkBeagle. The input reference panel markers are decomposed into
imputation intervals by genomic regions defined in units of centimorgans
(cM) [200].

and are imputed faster in parallel but too small an interval and overlap size
can reduce the imputation accuracy, an effect that was also pointed out in
the original Beagle results [201].

The input data is partitioned into the distributed memory by the in-
tervals using Spark’s Resilient Distributed Datasets (Figure 5.6). The dis-
tributed partitions are mapped to Spark executors across the computing
cluster for parallel task execution. Imputed intervals are written to HDFS
and numbered according to the chromosomes and marker positions. Or-
dered file numbering reduces post-processing operations like sorting the
output data.

In SparkBeagle experiments, 1000 Genomes phase 3 genotype data7 was
used as a reference panel including 2504 samples (n=81,214,785 variants,
769 GB). The target panel for the scalability study was created by extract-
ing every fifth marker from the reference panel (n=16,238,469 variants, 154
GB). The total number of imputed variants was 64,976,316. A subset of 861
individuals of HapMap 3 data8 was derived for the concordance analysis,

7ftp://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/phase3/data/
8https://www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/downloads/human/hapmap3.html
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Figure 5.6: Distributed Spark architecture implemented in SparkBea-
gle [200].

resulting in the target panel of size 220,017 variants. Near linear scaling
with the increasing number of nodes can be observed from Figure 5.7.

The whole dataset was imputed in 18 minutes, resulting in 30x speedup
on 40 Spark worker nodes. Near identical imputation accuracy was observed
between the original Beagle and SparkBeagle. As Beagle and SparkBeagle
were executed with the same interval and overlap sizes, a small variation
in accuracy is associated with the pseudorandom number generators used
in heuristic imputation algorithm9.

Figure 5.7: Speedup with increasing cluster size compared to Beagle run-
ning in parallel per chromosome on 22 nodes. Dashed line denotes an ideal
speedup [200].

9https://faculty.washington.edu/browning/beagle/beagle.html
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5.3 Scalable compressed indexing and sequence
alignment with pan-genomes

Pan-genomics is an effort to exploit information in multiple genome as-
semblies for comparative variation analysis in population and evolutionary
genomics [202, 203, 204]. Pan-genomic references can improve genetic vari-
ation discovery amongst species or subpopulations by emphasizing the ge-
netic diversity of individuals and recombinations. Thus, pan-genomes have
been used successfully for, e.g.,genetic ancestry discovery, evolutionary ge-
nomics, and pathogen discovery [205, 206, 207, 208]. The first studies were
performed on Streptococcus strains to study pathogenic isolates and de-
veloping vaccines [209]. Pan-genomic variant calling and analysis basically
require re-sequencing or de novo assembling of all genomes in a population
under investigation, which is computationally demanding. A pan-genome
can be presented as a set of genomes, i.e. core genome, which contains the
common sequences across all genomes, and with dispensable genes that are
absent in one or more genomes [210]. Alternatively, a pan-genome can be
represented with a consensus genome by applying the most frequent vari-
ants to the reference genome of a species or with a Direct Acyclic Graph
(DAG) including common sequences and all variants [16, 211]. Consensus
pan-genome represents the most frequent variations across the population
in a single genome and can thus be directly indexed and aligned with con-
ventional read aligners [49]. Sequence compression and indexing methods
become even more important on a pan-genomic scale as data volumes grow
directly in proportion to the number of genomes included.

In Publication III, a distributed compressed hybrid-indexing technique
was studied and found practical in indexing large collections of repetitive
genomes, i.e., pan-genomes. Hybrid-index [42] supports also direct read
alignment and sequence search with compressed pan-genomes [49]. Ge-
nomic data compression and indexing methods have been reviewed in Sec-
tion 3.6.

Genomic data volumes are growing fast while sequencing technologies
are advancing, making genomic data compression and indexing methods
eer more significant. Current sequence compression and indexing methods
often use sequential algorithms that are computationally time-consuming,
and do not provide efficient sequence alignment performance on very large
collections. Scalable compressed indexing methods for repetitive sequences
can foster massive genomic data storage and analysis burdens when cou-
pled with sequence search and alignment capabilities.
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Lempel-Ziv [124] based lossless data compression algorithm, Relative
Lempel-Ziv (RLZ) [40, 41] is a proven space- and time-efficient method for
compressing highly repetitive sequences. RLZ is a modification to the clas-
sical LZ77 method with a difference that RLZ uses a predefined subset of
the input data as a compression dictionary instead of previous characters
such as LZ77’s sliding window does. To reduce the dictionary coding and
compression time, a distributed version of the RLZ compression method was
developed in Publication III. Distributed RLZ partly follows the method
provided by Hoobin et al. [41], with the modification that blocks (i.e., par-
titions) are encoded separately in parallel with the coding dictionary ex-
tracted from the prefix of each block instead of using the same dictionary
to encode every block. Moreover, for the encoding part we use the LZ fac-
torization algorithm KKP3 presented by Kärkkäinen et al. [141, 213]. The
suffix-array for the dictionary is constructed in parallel for each partition
using a Scala implementation of the DC3 algorithm originally presented by
Kärkkäinen et al. [135]. Technically, the sequence is processed character by
character by searching a longest common prefix (LCP) from the sorted suf-
fix array [213]. The sorted suffix array enables that all the possible matches
can be found quickly with a binary search that searches the upper and lower
bound indexes of LCP in the suffix array. LCP is searched by increasing
the query substring length until difference to the upper and lower bound
is minimized using Succint Data Structures Library (SDSL)10. The found
LCP is then encoded in 64 bit 〈 pos, len 〉 pairs referring to dictionary where
pos is a starting position of the LCP and len is the LCP length indicated
by the suffix array.

Figure 5.8 presents the developed distributed compression and index-
ing pipeline. The pan-genome is decomposed into chromosomes per genome
that are distributed across the cluster using Hadoop Distributed File Sys-
tem (HDFS) [36] and the chromosomes having the same identifier, e.g.,
number, are decomposed into constant length partitions while reading data
into memory using Spark RDDs. Each partition is RLZ compressed in par-
allel, and eventually the compressed partitions are merged keeping the orig-
inal order. LZ is used for compression method as it has data structures that
are decomposable into distributable partitions and RLZ has been already
integrated with hybrid-indexing method [48].

Figure 5.9 illustrates the sequence alignment workflow with the com-
pressed hybrid-index and CHIC [146] aligner. Valenzuela et al. [48] propose
a CHICO indexer based on hybrid-index implementation using RLZ com-
pression with kernelization for compressing pan-genomes.

10https://github.com/simongog/sdsl-lite
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Figure 5.8: Distributed Relative Lempel-Ziv compression and hybrid-index
pipeline [212].

Hybrid-indexing presented in Publication III uses the CHICO [48] indexer
extended with distributed RLZ (DRLZ) and kernelization technique (see
Section 3.6.2). The kernel representation represents the original sequences
in a non-repetitive sequence utilizing RLZ encoding. Eventually, the kernel
sequence produced is indexed with CHICO using some of the supported
conventional indexes including BWA, Bowtie, and BLAST. The resulting
index is directly accessible with the supported aligners.

Apache Spark computing cluster comprising 448 cores distributed over
25 nodes was used for experimenting both with human and bacterial genomes
(Figure 5.10). The BLAST index for (n=1,000) human pan-genome was
built in 1520 minutes with a compression ratio of 532:1, and the Bowtie2
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Figure 5.9: Workflow for using hybrid-index with conventional align-
ers [212].

index was built in 1938 minutes with a compression ratio of 76:1 CR (see
Publication III). 14.6 GB of paired-end reads aligned with the compressed
human pan-genome (n=1,000) index in 31.7 minutes on a single node with
Bowtie2 (Table 5.2). Searching 189,864 Crispr-Cas9 gRNA target sequences
(23 MB in total) from the compressed human pan-genome (n=1,000) with
BLAST took 45 minutes on a single node (Table 5.2).

Compressing the BLAST index from the bacterial sequence database
(n=13,4M) took 575 minutes, resulting in a compression ratio of 62:1 (Fig-
ure 5.11). Compressing the 18 GB E. coli data set took 33 minutes using
the whole computing cluster, and indexing the compressed E. coli data set
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Figure 5.10: Distributed compressing and indexing performance with com-
plete human pan-genomes compared to non-distributed method. Calcu-
lated speedup relative to the sequential pipeline is denoted by a number
with x [212].

Tool n Query sequences min Mapped

Bowtie2 1000 2x28.86M (2x7.3 GB) 31.7 10.12M
BLAST 1000 189.9k (23 MB) 45.2 639k

Table 5.2: Aligning sequences to a compressed pan-genome index including
1000 human genomes.

on a single node took 2 minutes, resulting in a compression ratio of 102:1
with BLAST. Indexing the compressed E. coli dataset with Bowtie2 took 8
minutes, resulting in a compression ratio of 51:1. 4,200 bacterial sequences
aligned with the compressed E. coli index containing 745k sequences (18
GB) in 5.38 minutes with BLAST (Table 5.3). Aligning 599 bacterial se-
quences (30 MB) with the compressed GenBank BLAST index including
13,4 million sequences (488 GB) took 26 minutes (Table 5.3). Bowtie2 read
alignment took 12 minutes with the compressed index of 488 GB bacterial
sequences and 5.94 minutes with the compressed E. coli index (Table 5.4).

If chromosomes in pan-genome are divided into constant size partitions,
the shorter chromosomes would produce less partitions, thus, shorter chro-
mosomes have been divided into smaller partitions for achieving more fine-
grained parallelization. However, too small partitions can affect negatively
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Figure 5.11: Distributed compressing and indexing performance with bac-
terial sequences [212].

Pan-genome (seqs., size) Query seqs. (size) Time (min)

E.coli (745k, 18 GB) 4.2k (78 MB) 5.38
GenBank (13.4M, 488 GB) 599 (30 MB) 26.17

Table 5.3: Aligning bacterial sequences to a compressed index with BLAST.

Pan-genome (seqs., size) Reads (size) Time (min)

E.coli (745k, 18 GB) 3.1M (792 MB) 5.94
GenBank (13.4M, 488 GB) 27.2M (4334 MB) 12.0

Table 5.4: Aligning next-generation sequencing reads to a compressed index
with Bowtie2.

to the compression ratio. Each partition is compressed in parallel, and even-
tually the RLZ compressed partitions are merged by chromosomes. BLAST
indexing has been done in parallel per chromosome and thus indexing of
longer chromosomes took more time creating uneven load balancing as each
chromosomal partition was indexed in separate nodes in parallel. The same
rule applies to Blast alignment that has been done in parallel per chromo-
some and to distributed kernelization phase used with BWA and Bowtie2
indexes. The most I/O heavy task observed is the DRLZ compression as it
requires loading the pan-genome and chromosomal suffix arrays into Spark
RDDs as well as writing temporary pan-genome plus encoded sequences to
the HDFS. However, HDFS performed fluently with the largest pan-genome
when default block replication factor of 3 was used. One Spark transforma-
tion – groupBy – produces remarkable network and I/O overhead inside the
DRLZ method due to its shuffle operation that redistributes the data across
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the nodes. The most CPU heavy and memory intensive tasks observed are
indexing and read alignment with the BWA and Bowtie2 indexes as they
are not using distributed parallelization. However, the compression ratio
affects to the amount of memory and indexing time used in the indexing
phase as the input data size varies directly proportional to the CR. Feasible
compression ratios and indexing times were achieved with all pan-genome
sizes.

5.4 Assembling reference pan-genomes using com-
pressed hybrid-indexes

The pan-genomic variant calling approach can improve genetic variation
discovery within populations by considering genetic diversity and recombi-
nation in individuals [16, 211, 214, 215]. The idea is to identify the most
similar sequences in a population, assemble these sequences into a refer-
ence pan-genome, and finally call the donor variants using this reference
pan-genome [16]. The original idea has been realized by Valenzuela et
al. [49, 216] by implementing a PanVC pipeline (Figure 5.12) to call vari-
ants over pan-genomes using a consensus reference genome (i.e. ad hoc)
computed from the pan-genome. Figure 5.12 presents the sequential PanVC
pipeline [49] that the distributed version implemented in Publication IV is
based on. Like the traditional variant calling with a single reference genome
(see Section 4.3.3), the pan-genomic variant calling is also preceded by the
read alignment, except that the donor genome reads are first aligned with
all genomes using a compressed pan-genomic index with CHIC aligner (As-
sume that pan-genome index has been already constructed as described in
Section 5.3). The similar sequences to the pan-genome are then identified
from the mapped reads by scoring the mapped reads by their pan-genomic
coverage with the score matrix, calculating the heaviest path from the score
matrix, and extracting the consensus (i.e., ad hoc in Figure 5.12) reference
pan-genome by following the heaviest path in a pan-genome. Finally, in
the variant calling step, the donor reads are aligned with a reference pan-
genome instead of a standard reference genome.

In Publication IV, a distributed pipeline PanGenSpark (Figure 5.13)
was implemented to assemble a reference genome from a compressed pan-
genome index based on the sequential pipeline (Figure 5.12) presented by
Valenzuela et al. [49]. The distributed hybrid-indexing and compression
techniques presented in Publication III are used in this work to improve
the scalability of the index construction in Phase b. The proof of concept
pipeline has been experimented with a population of 500 haploid genomes.
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Score matrix

Figure 5.12: Sequential reference pan-genome construction in PanVC by
Valenzuela et al. [49].

The PanGenSpark pipeline consists of the phases denoted with a letter
(a - e) in Figure 5.13 as follows (the methods are presented in Publication
IV in greater detail).

a) Pan-genome preparation

The pan-genome is constructed of multiple genome assemblies. If assem-
blies are already provided, the pan-genome can be constructed by loading
genomes in FASTA format into a Hadoop File System (HDFS) directory.
In our experiment, genomes are assembled by applying variants from VCF
files to a standard reference genome with the vcf2multialign11 tool. If
diploid genomes are used, vcf2multialign generates both haploids per
individual. vcf2multialign alignment also generates gaps (-) in case of
deletion that are stored into gap position files to fill the score matrix in
Phase d correctly. The standard reference genome is added on top of the
pan-genome.

b) Compressing and indexing the pan-genome

The pan-genome is compressed with the Distributed Relative Lempel-Ziv
(DRLZ) method and the hybrid-index is constructed using the methods

11https://github.com/tsnorri/vcf2multialign
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Figure 5.13: PanGenSpark, a distributed reference pan-genome assembly
pipeline. Percentage denotes relative amount of computation time spent in
each pipeline phase (a - g) [217].
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presented in Publication III. The partitioned pan-genome is compressed
using distributed RLZ factorization (see Sections 3.6 and 5.3). Each indi-
vidual human genome in the pan-genome is stored into HDFS in FASTA
format divided by chromosomes. The data is loaded into the Spark Re-
silient Distributed Dataset from the HDFS and repartitioned into similar-
sized partitions to equalize distribution and improve load balancing. Each
distributed chromosome partition is RLZ compressed in parallel generating
N x 22 partitions where N denotes the number of genomes in a pan-genome.
Hybrid-indexing is based on the CHICO indexer [48], which we modify to
exploit distributed computing. The LZ parse generated by RLZ factoriza-
tion is collected from the HDFS by chromosomes to the local filesystem in
separate nodes and the chromosomal kernel representations are then con-
structed and indexed with CHICO [48] using the Bowtie2 index.

c) Read alignment with the compressed pan-genome index

The donor genome reads are aligned with distributed chromosomal pan-
genomic indexes with CHIC aligner using Bowtie2. The read alignment
process follows the workflow presented in Figure 5.9. The mapped reads are
grouped by the individual genomes, and scored by their mapping coverage
in each genomic position (see Figure 5.12). The score files of each genome
(corresponds to the row in the score matrix) are loaded to HDFS and read
into the score matrix in the next phase.

Bowtie2 aligns reads with an indexed kernel sequence and alignments
are transformed to original pan-genomic positions using the LZ parse and
auxiliary data structures generated by the CHICO index in Phase b. The
CHIC aligner has different parameters (see Figure 5.9) for searching only
primary matches (default), primary plus secondary matches (-sALL), and
a Bowtie2 specific bowtie2 -all option that reports all approximate align-
ments. Aligning with chromosomally distributed indexes can find the sec-
ondary matches only from the same chromosome that the primary match
aligns with. As we align the total reads with every chromosome separately,
it may result in better scoring in some chromosomes than would be the
case if we aligned with a single index. This can be fixed, e.g., by removing
duplicate alignments or filtering by alignment quality.

d) Consensus reference genome assembly

If the pan-genome is produced with the gaps (as is the case when using
vcf2multialign in Phase a, the alignment scores are fixed to correspond to
the gapped positions in the pan-genome. The scores are loaded into a dis-
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tributed score matrix using Spark Mllib BlockMatrix and used to calculate
the heaviest path for each chromosome in Phase e.

e) Heaviest path

The reference genome is assembled from the heaviest path extracted from
Spark RDD distributed score matrix blocks in parallel by chromosome. The
heaviest path is the path through the score matrix that maximizes the sum
of the scores over the score matrix (see Figure 5.12). In practice, the score
matrix is sparse having the same dimensions as the pan-genome, where the
top vector (row) contains the most of the matches. To obtain the consensus
(i.e., ad hoc) reference genome, the corresponding nucleotides pointed by
the heaviest path vector are extracted from the pan-genome in parallel. To
transform from the heaviest path number representation to the correspond-
ing DNA reference sequence, the pan-genome is read into Spark RDD in
parallel by chromosomes and individual genomes from the HDFS and the
heaviest path vector is broadcasted to each node for enabling distributed
transformation. The distributed heaviest path to consensus genome trans-
formation is done for each chromosomal partition in parallel. If the current
pan-genome row index matches the row number pointed by the heaviest
path in the current sequence position (Figure 5.14) the corresponding nu-
cleotide is returned and otherwise ’?’ is returned. Finally, the sequence
branches are combined into a single consensus reference genonme in parallel
using the Spark RDD tree-reduce transformation.

Figure 5.14: Example of extracting the consensus reference sequence from
the calculated heaviest path with three sequences (Erratum: Publication
IV, Figure 4.) [217].
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f+g) Variant calling with the consensus reference genome

Variant calling with the obtained consensus reference genome can be per-
formed using common variant calling pipelines such as Samtools+bcftools12

or GATK13. If the standard reference genome has been used in Phase a, the
variants called with consensus reference can be projected to the standard
reference genome with the PanVC normalization tool14. The normalization
applies the consensus-based variants to the standard reference genome using
VCF files and gap position files. The projection performs sequence align-
ment between the normalized reference and standard reference genome.
The insertions, deletions, and mismatches are reported for further analysis.

The PanGenSpark was able to assemble a reference genome from a
pan-genome including 500 human haploid genomes in 1468 minutes (Fig-
ure 5.15) with 11x speedup (calculated from the runtime measurements
while using 50 genomes as a baseline). The experiments have been run on
a distributed Spark computing cluster consisting of 448 cores distributed
on 26 computing nodes.

The indexing phase was distributed only by chromosomes causing un-
even load balancing, and thus, the indexing time is the time taken to index
the largest chromosome. The Distributed RLZ compression scales well with
the increasing number of genomes and the execution time stays tolerable.
However, the DRLZ computation time is relatively large with the small
number of genomes decreasing the speedup that can be noticed from the
results in Figure 5.15. This side-effect is mostly due to time consuming suf-
fix array creation phase and its relatively large size. To notice, the size of
the chromosomal partitions vary with the chromosome size which can cause
uneven load balancing but was not affecting in this workflow as each chro-
mosome was compressed in a separate Spark job. The distributed heaviest
path calculation and consensus genome extraction scaled nicely with the
increasing pan-genome size.

PanGenSpark now enables the assembly of a reusable pan-genomic ref-
erence genome in a tolerable time from several hundred human genomes in
practice, and the pipeline is scalable to process even larger pan-genomes.
The compression and indexing phases can be potentially improved with the
more fine-grained parallelization (see Figure 5.8) that was used in Publi-
cation III and resulted in a better compression ratio and faster indexing
(Figure 5.10).

12http://samtools.sourceforge.net/mpileup.shtml
13https://gatk.broadinstitute.org/
14https://gitlab.com/dvalenzu/PanVC
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Figure 5.15: PanGenSpark performance compared to single node PanVC
execution. Calculated speedup relative to the sequential pipeline is denoted
by a number with [217].
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This dissertation presents scalable distributed and data-parallel comput-
ing methods for processing and analyzing massive whole-genome sequenc-
ing data efficiently. Whole-genome sequencing and high-performance cloud
computing costs have dropped to a level that makes it viable to move se-
quence analytics from research and development purposes to clinical prac-
tice and public healthcare. However, the computing time used to refine
data from multiple sequencing samples to actionable analytical results is
critical and can currently be too long to apply the methods in clinical
use. The ultimate goal is to maximize computational efficiency and min-
imize the computational analysis time. In complex distributed analysis
pipelines this is achieved by minimizing the communication overhead, I/O
operations, search space, and memory footprint, and by maximizing CPU
utilization. The key elements that contribute to the optimal performance
of distributed pipelines are noted as appropriate problem decomposition,
reusable and minimal data structures, fast data access and transforma-
tions, and load balancing. Compression and indexing techniques contribute
greatly to minimizing the sequence search space, communication overhead,
and memory footprint.

Apache Spark with distributed in-memory data structures was found
to be highly suitable for large-scale distributed cluster computing and ef-
ficient in reusing and transforming large datasets from one pipeline stage
to another in parallel. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) provided
fast data access through data locality and contributed to minimizing the
communication and I/O operation overhead. Together these technologies
offer an efficient and flexible toolset for manipulating big data in the diverse
problem space of computational genomics.

Data-parallel methods have been used to transform existing bioinfor-
matics algorithms and tools to operate in distributed analysis pipelines. In

75
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Publication I, an Apache Spark-driven distributed metagenomic analysis
pipeline was developed to speed up virome mining from Next-generation
sequencing (NGS) data sequenced from several human DNA samples. The
pipeline comprises distributed NGS read alignment, alignment filtering and
normalization, de novo assembly, BLAST, and HMMER sequence database
searching, and taxonomic sequence profiling. Different data decomposition
patterns have been used in each pipeline phase to achieve data-parallelism
on HDFS that enables the running of tasks of each phase efficiently in
parallel on a Spark cluster. Data decomposition contributes greatly to
load balancing and CPU utilization through granularity, and decomposi-
tion depends greatly on the algorithmic complexity: computationally heavy
algorithms require fine-grained decomposition for efficient parallelization.
Moreover, the workload of smaller tasks can be distributed more evenly.

Scalable data-parallel methods for imputing population genotypes from
massive distributed genome-wide Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP)
reference panels were implemented in Publication II. Imputation-assisted
genotyping increases the coverage of genotypes and the SNP resolution
which is often required in Genome-wide Association Studies (GWAS). The
distributed imputation method developed relies on imputing SNPs from
distributed block compressed (BGZF) SNP reference panels that are decom-
posed to overlapping SNP marker intervals. This method utilizes the Tabix
index to allow fast random access to block compressed SNP data by seek-
ing the offset from the data distributed over HDFS. The same distributed
imputation method is applicable in many parallel genotype imputation al-
gorithms that allow imputation over SNP marker intervals. Imputation
quality control protocol was used to analyze the imputation accuracy and
no degradation in the accuracy was obtained due to the distributed method.
However, the imputation interval size affects the imputation speed and
accuracy: the shorter interval causes more granularity and decreases the
imputation time due to higher parallelism but can also reduce accuracy.

Hybrid-indexing and Distributed Relative Lempel-Ziv (DRLZ) com-
pression has been proven efficient and practical for fast sequence align-
ment with large compressed collections of human genomes in Publication
III. A distributed Relative Lempel-Ziv (DRLZ) compression method was
designed and implemented to compress multiple genomes into a single
reusable hybrid-index. The hybrid-index provides direct access to com-
pressed genomes and mates the space-efficient RLZ compression with pop-
ular sequence alignment tools such as Bowtie2, BWA, and BLAST. DRLZ
compression with hybrid-indexing is the first method tested so far on mul-
tiple whole human genomes and the results are promising in terms of scal-
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ability and query times. As bacterial genomes tend to contain less repe-
tition than human genomes, the compression ratio is lower, but improves
slightly with taxonomical grouping. Sequence clustering would be a po-
tential method for improving compression ratio with relatively dissimilar
genomes such as microbes and should be studied further. The compressed
hybrid-index is directly reusable with the Bowtie2 and BWA read aligners,
and with the BLAST search tool.

In Publication IV, the DRLZ compression and hybrid-indexing were ap-
plied to assembling reference genomes from compressed and indexed pan-
genomes. The standard reference genome is argued to represent the varia-
tion of individuals or specific populations poorly. A pan-genome can instead
represent populations without disabling population- or individual-specific
variants. Pan-genomic references can potentially be used for variant calling
purposes when the standard reference genome does not provide enough res-
olution to discover specific individual variants, and for discovering variants
between the population-based pan-genomic references. This work extends
the PanVC [49] pipeline with a distributed indexing and reference assem-
bly phase to scale pan-genomic variant calling to multiple human genomes.
The compression ratio directly affects the indexing time as the index is
constructed from the compressed sequence (i.e., kernel sequence). This
phase can be further improved with the highly distributed RLZ compres-
sion method presented in Publication III, which allows the use of longer
compression dictionaries with RLZ.

The characteristics of genomic data structures allow the decomposition
of computational problems into coarse-grained tasks, enabling tasks to be
executed in parallel without rewriting the inner loops of the complex algo-
rithms. Decomposing data in to distributable partitions, e.g., by species,
samples, chromosomes, gene locus, or SNP markers, provides various al-
ternatives for designing efficient data flows and transformations through
bioinformatics analysis pipelines. Moreover, compressed data structures
and file formats should be chosen or redeveloped so that the data can be
stored and indexed in distributed file systems, and thus retrieved and pro-
cessed efficiently in parallel on high-performance computing clusters and
cloud computing platforms. Thus, routine upstream bioinformatics tasks
such as sequence alignment and searching, de novo assembly, alignment
sorting, filtration, variant calling, and genotype imputation can be executed
efficiently in parallel on different partitions of the underlying distributed
data structures. Distributed and parallel algorithms with appropriate task
and data decomposition patterns allow the implementation of efficient high-
throughput data flows in distributed data processing pipelines for future
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needs. The focus of this dissertation has been on scalable distributed and
parallel computing methods on CPUs. In addition, GPGPU [54, 75, 218]
and FPGA [55, 76, 219] computing offer complementary approaches for
increasing the performance with fine-grained data parallelism nested with
coarse-grained data-parallel computing on CPUs in complex bioinformatics
pipelines and algorithms, which is a promising area of our future research.
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